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“Jock” Lundie
Writes 30° |
to a 39-Year
~ Career
On the Company records he was
listed as James A. Lundie. But the

long-time editor of the ‘Digester’
and other Company publications was
‘Jock’ to everyone he met. When he
retired from Company service at the

end of 1964, still charged. with the
restless energy that made him a star

athlete in his younger days, ‘Jock’

played a leading part in developing
junior soccer and promoting interest
in track and field, on which he its an
authority. He put tremendous effort
into guiding and encouraging young

that his advice as a securities analyst
was constantly sought.

Interests quickly flamed into zeal
with ‘Jock’. He once entered a “most
attractive garden’’ contest and won a

athletes. Many went on to outstanding

prize, although usually he viewed

was not a Scot, but was in fact a native
son of Vancouver, B.C. He was proud
of his Scottish ancestry, however.

careers, although he never quite

gardening’ with the disdain he reserves

By being less than candid about his
age “‘Jock’’ got overseas as a machine

the Olympics.

gunner in World War I. On his discharge in 1919 after three years’

range of his talents and enthusiasm.
He has an intimate knowledge of the
history and background of the pulp

was still trying to convince people he

service he resumed his eduéation at
the University of B.C. and graduated

in 1924, joining’ the Powell River
Company Limited the following year.
Although he regarded lacrosse as
the game at which he was most proficient, “Jock” in those days was best
known as a crack baseball player, and
one of the best soccer centre-forwards
ever developed locally.
Hie has remained a fervent advocate

of athletics and for many years was

prominent in Canadian Amateur
Athletic Union activities. During his

many years as Community Relations

Officer, Welfare Officer and Public
Relations Officer at Powell River he
DIGESTER

realized his ambition to see one of his

young charges win a gold medal in

“Jock” has never restrained. the

and paper industry in B.C. He is
keenly interested in literature and
history——both political and: military.

Jane's Fighting Ships” is a favorite

for political opponents of the Tory
party, for which he has always been
a diligent. worker.

“Jock” transferred from Powell
River to Head Office in Vancouver in
1961. In his duties as editor and Public

Relations Officer he widened again a

great circle of friends, both within —
and without the Company, who regard
him with affection and esteem. Numbered among them are many readers

reference, and any naval vessel visiting

of the “Digester whom “Jock” has

full sports and social schedule arranged

personally conducted on visits to Company operations over the years.

for the crew by “Jock’’. Throughout
World War II he maintained a record

by fellow workers and friends to

of the movements of all Powell. River

express their good wishes, “Jock” and

Powell River was welcomed with a

servicemen, and sent the ‘Digester’ to

them in all theatres of war.
His duties at Powell River as men-

tor to employees with domestic or
financial problems interested ‘‘Jock’’

in matters of finance, with the result

After a round of gatherings called

Mrs. Lundie sought relaxation in a
California holiday. They: will continue

to make Vancouver their home, but

“Jock” is full of plans to fulfil two
lifetime ambitions— to attend the
English Soccer Cup matches and the
Olympic Games.
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- $90 Million Expansion
for Powell River
The first newsprint mill in Western Canada
will continue to be the world’s largest

It is expected that these facilities
will be completed in late 1967 or early

1968, giving the Company a rated
newsprint capacity of well over one
million tons annually, 692,000 tons of
it from Powell River.

Since the first rolls of paper
emerged from the mill on horse-drawn

fiatcars in April, 1912, the Powell
River plant has experienced steadily-

A standing ovation greeted The

of quality newsprint to meet the

Honourable J. V. Clyne, Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer of MacMillan,
Bloedel and Powell River Limited, as
he announced details of a $90 million
construction programme to representatives of community organizations at a

expanding requirements of newspaper

dinner meeting in Powell River on

February 2.
Preliminary work has already started
on the expansion, which will make the

Company the largest newsprint producer in Canada, keep Powell River in

publishers.

Inittal installations will include:
——-A new newsprint machine with a

capacity of 160,000 tons a year.

—A new Kraft pulp mill with a
capacity of 175,000 tons a year.

—A new deepsea wharf with a

the lead as the largest single-unit
newsprint production centre in the

warehouse, a log barker, power
boiler and turbine and increased

S.S. “Queen Alexandra’ from New York

world, and assure a continuing supply

groundwood capacity.

machines to Powell River’s first whorf.

DIGEST ER

delivers in 910 the first two paper

Left: Headline in ‘“The Powell River News’’ sums up community reaction to the expansion. Right: Members of mill crew proudly
pose with some of the first roils of paper produced in Powell River in 1912.

it into operation must surely have

trations during the first two years
would have caused lesser men to

strained the courage and persistence of

abandon the enterprise. Stormy nego-

the far-sighted and enterprising group

tiations took place before a logging
railway which ran through the pro-

recurring cycles of growth. But getting

of men who pioneered newsprint
manufacturing in the Canadian West.

Dr. Dwight F. Brooks, Anson S.
Brooks and M. J. Scanlon were principal officials in the Brooks-Scanlon
organization, one of the continent's
largest logging and sawmill complexes,

posed mill site could be persuaded to
move. Settlers whose property would
be flooded by the ratsing of the lake
level held up proceedings. With these
problems eventually solved, construc-

tion started in 1909. Funds were

with an operation 12 miles south of

expended so rapidly that, by the late

MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell River
still runs a logging division. The avail:

required. It was also found that a two-

Powell River at Stillwater, where

able timber areas, the ample water and

power potential of Powell Lake and
the ready access to ocean shipping

lanes from a waterfront plant site
inspired them to expand into the pulp
and newsprint business. They acquired

existing timber leases and power
rights, incorporated the Powell River
Paper Company with a capital of $1
million, and set about building a twomachine mill along with a 25,000 h.p.
power project.

Delays, disappointments and frus-

machine mill would not be efficient and
capacity would have to be doubled for
economic Operation. Management
proved to be lacking tn experience. To

cap the disasters, a penstock burst,
causing considerable damage, and

shortly afterwards a power canal
collapsed.

But the founding principals were
valiant and vigorous people. They re-

spring of 1910, more capital was
Below: The beginnings of Powell River.
Scene from the waterfront before con-

Struction commenced in July,

Inv 1914 these machines operated at 660 feet per minute. The new machine will be rated at 3,000 feet per minute.

organized as the Powell River Com-

pany Limited and re-financed by
pledging Brooks-Scanlon stock and
their personal guarantees. They made
arrangements for managerial ‘“knowhow’, purchased newsprint wherever
they could to honour contract commit-

ments made in anticipation of the
plant being in production by this
time, and eventually got two machines

in operation in 1912, with a further

two installed in 1913. That year
44,000 tons of newsprint were turned
our.

From that time on the record is one

of consistent progress, with new
machines, improvements to existing
equipment and expansion of facilities
taking place in almost steady sequence.

When the company amalgamated
with MacMillan & Bloedel Limited in

January, 1960, nine machines at
Powell River were producing 500,000
tons annually, and the plant was the
largest single-unit producer of news-

print in the world.

The energetic associates who
launched papermaking at Powell
River were not only constructing an

Right: Section of Powell River townsite
im Sil.
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industrial plant. They were creating a

permanent community, laying out
streets and parks, designing and
building housing, providing civic,
health, social and recreational conveniences. They planned and built
well, hand in hand with plant expan-

sion, and when the company disposed
of its townsite properties to employees

or the newly-formed Municipality of
the District of Powell River in 1955,

they were well-kept, well-equipped,
and well-administered.

Powell River today, with an area
population of 12,000, close to 2,000
of them Company employees, is an
attractive, friendly, public - spirited
community——a pleasant place to live

and a tribute to the vision, talent and

determination of the founders who
started it as a clearing in the forest
56 years ago.

York Times in Los Angeles for more
than a year. It has a capacity of 25,000

copies per hour of a 64-page newspapes.

The new space and equipment are

expected to meet the newspaper's
expansion needs for the next 15 to 20

years, according to Mynatt Smith,
editor since 1954, and publisher since
1964. Room has been allowed for the
addition of two press units to raise the
capacity to 96 pages.
The Datly News employs over 100
people in serving 19,000 subscribets
Newly-installed Goss press is highlighted (right) in this photograph of the expanded
plant of the Daily News in Whittier, California.

The Whittier Daily News
Expands Its Plant

in Whittier, a retail trading centre 15
miles from Los Angeles. A community

best known for its homes, churches
and schools, it is the site of Whittier
College.

In addition to the daily newspaper,

the firm operates the East Whittier
Review, a semi-weekly, and. related

publications, producing them in a
nearby separate plant.

A newspaper which campaigns

In mid-December last the Owens

Goss roller-bearing press fitted with

vigorously for community betterment,

Whittier Publishing Company of

reels, automatic pasters and two-color
cylinders which was originally installed

the Daily News has won awards for

in the Minneapolis Tribune and later

in the California Newspaper Pub-

Whittier, California, marked with an
“open house” the completion of an
expansion programme bringing its

printed the. western edition of the New

best front page and best editorial page

lishers Asociation annual contests.

daily newspaper plant investment over
the $1 million mark.

The plant turns out The Daily
News, which started as a weekly in
- 1900 and commenced publishing as a

daily in 1905. Since that time it has
never missed an edition, in spite of a
1958 fite which levelled its earlier
building. The newspaper was printed
elsewhere while the structure was re-

built in a 32,000 square foot space.
The expansion added a 15,400 square

foot building housing a pressroom,
a

stereotype foundry, distribution

centre and newsprint storage space.

Now 1n operation ts a four-unit

Chairman of the Board Leo E. Owens (left) and associates acquired the Daily News in
1954. Editor and Publisher Mynatt Smith (centre) worked out expansion plans with
Mr. Owens. Production Manager Howard Kunow (right) supervised the construction
and installation.
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Portage Mountain Dam, Y2-mile thick at the base and 1% miles along the crest, will tower 200 feet higher than this Visitors’
Lookout perched downstream on the rim of the 400-foot deep canyon.

One of the most colossal structures
ever undertaken by man, the

PEACE RIVER DAM
is a stupendous tourist spectacle
The savage ‘white’ water that

forced Sir Alexander Mackenzie to

portage around Peace River Canyon
173 years ago is being tamed by B.C.
Hydro & Power Authority to provide
electrical energy for homes and industries throughout British Columbia.

Kirst white man to visit the country
of the Peace, Mackenzie and his buckskin-clad voyageurs were embarked on

The gigantic size of the project is
virtually impossible to imagine with-

out a visit to the damsite. The amount
of material required to build this enormous structure would be sufficient to
erect a wall 12 feet high and nine feet
wide from Vancouver to Halifax. This
great dam will control the runoff from
27,000 square miles in north-central
British Columbia and create a placid

of the largest structures ever built by

lake covering 680 square miles—by
tar the largest lake in B.C.

man is already taking shape across the
canyon floor.

melting snowfields in the Peace water-

Three diversion tunnels, each as
wide as a four-lane highway and as
high as a five-storey building, have
re-routed the river’s flow around a
halt-mile section of riverbed and’ a

shed annually escapes downstream
between May and August, the months
of lowest power consumption. Commencing in 1968, this runoff will be
blocked by Portage Mountain Dam so

huge permanent barrier is being

that it can be released as required

power 1s a mammoth undertaking. One

More than half the water from

the historic first crossing of the con-

constructed, beginning the task of
controlling the river. Over the next

throughout the year to spin the largest
turbines and generators in the western

foaming, boiling water of the Peace

three years, Portage Mountain Dam

world before continuing its journey
downstream to the Mackenzie River

tinent north of Mexico when the.
Canyon forced the party to carry their
canoes along the steep canyon slopes.

will gradually fill the canyon to the
top of its 400-foot-high wall, then
reach upward for another 200 feet,

Converting the turbulent energy of
the angry river into controlled electric

spilling across the Peace River valley
to a total width of 114 miles.
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and eventually to the Arctic Ocean.
Ten to twenty thousand years ago, a

glacier closed the original channel of
the Peace River about a mile upstream

Left: Fill material. delivered by conveyors is compacted in layers on the canyon floor to form the base of the dam. Right: The
Peace River demonstrates its power as it roars from the diversion tunnels.

from the site of Portage Mountain

gathering conveyors which feed the

Dam, forcing the river’s flow to find a

main conveyor.

new route through the steep rockwalled reach now known as Peace
River Canyon. The glacter not only
created in this fashion one of the
world’s finest sites for a large power
dam but also deposited just four miles

to the east abundant construction
materials with which to build tt.

Over the next three years, a river

-of sand and gravel will flow to the
damsite from this glacial deposit, The
world’s longest conveyor, three miles

long and 514 feet wide, will carry
12,000 tons of material per hour to-

wards the damsite. At this rate, tt

would take only 41/, hours to fill a box

the size of a 20-storey building. The
103 mullion tons of materials which
the conveyor will have transported
when the dam is completed would fill
600,000 gondola cars and make up a
train 5,100 miles long.
Loading this conveyor when it is
operating at full capacity will require

the sustained efforts of 14 of the
largest bulldozers made -4385-horse-

power units with specially-built U-

shaped blades 15 feet wide and seven
feet high.
These machines will gradually take

apart the mountain of gravel left
behind by the glacier and push the
construction matertals onto a series ot

Before this material is placed on
the dam, it must pass through a com-

plex processing plant covering 13
acres above the damsite. Here it is
segregated, washed and re-blended as
required for placement on the various
zones of the dam.

From the processing plant, twin
conveyors carry the prepared construc-

tion material down the canyon wall to

This year, the conveyor is expected
to deliver 35 mullion tons of material
from the glacial debris, raising the dam

to a height of about 168 feet before
winter again brings construction to a
halt. By the fall of 1967, the entire
103 millton tons of material will be

placed and the huge moraine left
behind by the glacier thousands of
years ago will have been moved to a

new location and re-assembled to form
Portage Mountain Dam.
—Continued on Page 10

the damsite where it is fed into two
large loading hoppers.

These in turn load 100-ton-capacity

hauling units which speed the fill to

the different zones of the dam. Pulled
by 600-horsepower tractors, these huge

bottom-dump vehicles would dwart
the giant dinosaurs that populated the
area a few million years ago. Fourteen
of the wagons handle all the hauling

at the damsite. As the material is

dumped, other machines go to work

spreading, levelling, grading and
compacting.

Severe winter conditions in the
Peace River area limit the construction
season to 61/4, months each year. Actual

placing of fill began last summer
when Premier W. A. C. Bennett
SES ALS gay ag gg ag Nes 2

pressed the button that put the conveyor system into operation. About
seven million tons of fill were trans-

Runoff from 27,000 square miles (black

ported before the 1964 fall freeze-up.

of water.

area) will form a lake 240 miles long
containing up to 62 million acre feet
DIGESTER

As work continues on the dam this
year, construction will begin on two
other vital phases of the project. A
contract will be awarded this spring
for construction of the world’s largest

underground powerhouse, deep in
bedrock under the left flank of the
dam. As soon as snow conditions
permit, other crews will start building
a 500,000-volt transmission line to
carry Peace River power to resource
areas of the province.

The powerhouse cavern will be 890
feet long and 67 feet wide. When fully
developed, the powerhouse will con-

tain 10 generating units with a total
capacity of 2.3 million kilowatts.
The 574-mile-long transmission line

from the Peace project to the B.C.
Lower Mainland will form the back-

bone for a new provincial grid,

which will be constructed to carry

ample power to all major areas in the

B.C. Hydro system and_ stimulate
widespread industrial growth throughout the province.

Last year, 35,000 visitors crossed

the 54th parallel to visit the Peace
project located about 500 miles north

ot Vancouver and 55 miles west of
Fort St. John. They found the Hart

Highway-——once 255 miles of rugged

washboard from Prince George to
Dawson Creek—-has been transformed
~tnto a fine road.

Visitors travelling from the south

can leave the Hart Highway at
Chetwynd and travel 50 miles over
improved highway to Hudson Hope.

A longer, but rewarding alternate
route can be followed past the grain
fields and oil wells near Dawson Creek
and Fort St. John to the Hudson Hope

cutoff at Mile 54 on the Alaska Highway. From there, 50 miles of gravel
road wind westward up the incredibly
beautiful Peace River Valley to Hudson Hope.

From Hudson Hope, a_ 12-mile
paved road to the west leads visitors to

B.C. Hydro’s Lookout building—
perched atop the 400-foot-high wall
of Peace River Canyon, overlooking
construction activity.
DIiGESTER

Above: To divert the river from its course and dry the dam site, three 2,500-foot
tunnels 52 feet in diameter were blasted and lined with concrete. Below: In 30 days

this conveyor system could buiJd a stockpile of material the size of the largest
pyramid in Egypt.

headquarters at the head of Takla Lake

in the northwest corner of British Columbia.

By the summer of 1866 the hardy
crews had hustled as far as Kispiox, a

small Indian village in the Skeena
country 850 miles of hard going from
their starting point. Here the bad news
overtook them. The. trans - Atlantic
cable had been successfully laid by the
steamship “Great Eastern”, commonly

referred to as ‘‘the leviathan’. Work
continued for a while. Probably it was
felt that the new cable might snap and
become useless. By March, 1867, all
these doubts were cast aside and work
stopped. For years the wilderness was

dotted with piles of insulators and
other gear, and even today huntets
stumble across relics of this great
dream lying in the bush.
Constructed by local Indians from telegraph wire and saplings, this suspension bridge
made a handy but hair-raising crossing of the Skeena River.

The wire was piled into a blockhouse at Kispiox, known as Fort
Stager. For two years it was guarded,
and then abandoned. If the white man

THE TELEGRAPH
EXPEDITION

had no use for the wire, the Indians
had. With it they constructed a remarkable suspension bridge across the
Skeena.

While the vision of Peter McDonough dissolved into a $3 million loss,
the story of the telegraph line was not

ended. Part of the route was taken

over later by the Dominion Telegraph
Company who, until a decade or so
ago, Operated a line up to the Yukon

This century-old failure
‘was a heroic gamble

following the track of the original

venture.

It was only a thin strand of wire
stretched across the vast, unmapped,

rugged and mountainous interior of
British Columbia, but like a rainbow,
it had a pot of gold at the end of it.
The rainbow disappeared, however,
and so did the pot of gold.
One hundred years ago Peter McDonough Collins, a former country

was not feasible, Collins and his West-

ern Union Telegraph Co. associates
crossed the international border with

a line to New Westminster, B.C.,

assassination, four days earlier, of
President Abraham Lincoln.

Linemen at first were able to follow
well - defined trails along the Fraser

Continent, the Bering Straits and

Siberia to link the American and European networks.
Gambling that the underwater route

the province.

the small community. It announced the

heroic vision. Spurred by the failure of
Cyrus Field's first attempt to span the

set about to organize an overland telegraph line across the North American

several historical markers throughout

which was then the capital of British
Columbia. On April 18, 1865, the first
message over the new line saddened

boy from upper New York, had a
Atlantic with a submarine cable, he

Today the story of the telegraph
line, a saga of our history, is told in

River for the first 400 miles to Quesnel

in the Cariboo country which they
reached on September 14. From here
on they would have to make their own
way through the wilderness, until they
linked up with an advance party which

One of the hewn log outbuildings built at

had established Bulkley House as a

suey
19S House in 1865, photographed in
DIGESTER

An international goodwill project
enchants children on West Coast islands

SEA-GOING SANTA
By JEAN LOCKWOOD PATTISON

Editor, the Galtano, B.C., “Gulf Islander”

Very little of the glitter of big-city
Christmas festivity reaches the quiet
West Coast islands clustered on both
sides of the Canadian-U.S.A. border

in the Gulf of Georgia and Puget

Sound. The several hundred children
of loggers, fishermen and farmers. who

live there— many of them native
Indians — have few opportunities to
marvel at toyland or tell their wants
to a department store Santa Claus.

So some fifteen years ago the
Junior Chamber of Commerce in
Bellingham, Washington, had an inspiration—they would decorate a boat

with fir trees and colored lights, load

it with books, toys and goodies, and
take Santa Claus, along with a circus
clown as Santa's helper, out to the
Islands.

Santa Matt Yole boards Victoria’s “Santa
Claus Ship’.

It was an ambitious undertaking,
tequiring endless “‘leg-work’’, planning and pleading, but finally, with

ceived at every port and the growing

some trepidation the Jaycee enthusiasts

set out on their first voyage in the Sea
Scout ship ‘Discovery’ in mid-Decem-

ber, 1951. Calling the venture the
Christmas Ship” they visited the more
remote of the San Juans and crossed

the border to call at several of the
southern Canadian Gulf Islands.
The enthusiastic reception they tre-

Below: At every call a line-up of happy kiddies greets
Santa Tripo Costello. Right: The annual visits of the
“Karluk” are a treat for the adults who join in the fun.

popularity of the project over the
ensuing years has impelled them to
continue this annual event in spite of
chronic financial hazards and perils of
the sea.

One year, when the “Christmas
Ship” was still confining its itinerary
to ports which could be covered in a
one-day trip, the whole enterprise was
nearly scuttled when a savage storm

“Blue Fjord” (above) and “Karluk” each cruise in both Canadian and American waters, visiting a total of 22 ports last year.

drove the landlubber crew and their

ber of Commerce in Victoria, B.C., to

precious cargo into the haven of

participate in a joint effort, and in

Miners Bay on Mayne Island, B.C.

December, 1963, the Victoria Jaycees
santa Claus Ship” set out on its twoday voyage to expand the operation.
The Canadian ship is the 65-foot yacht

The community of less than one
hundred homes took this opportunity

to repay the hospitality they had
received in past years from their

American cousins, and not only provided bed and breakfast, but staged

an impromptu party for its guests

“Blue Fjord”, donated by skipper
K. J. Norgaard, carrying Santa Claus
and 16 local Jaycee helpers. Like its
counterpart, the “Santa Claus Ship’ is

which is still talked about today. From
that time on, it was agreed, the project

decorated, has a sound system playing

should be expanded into a two-day
cruise, to include more ports of call.
The log of the “Christmas Ship”

candy and oranges.

carols, and a cargo of books, toys,

comes to make up the ‘crews’, and
delight of the unsophisticated Island

U.S.A., so the Galiano Island Chamber of Commerce, in co-operation with

adults who crowd the wharves to

crates of this fruit to delight the

the Bellingham Jaycees, provides
children of the San Juan Islands. —

The goodwill ships cover a wide
area, geographically difficult to reach.

Each calls at islands and Indian
villages on both sides of the border.
Gifts of clothing are now carried to
outfit needy children on the reservations. When a ship calls at Maple Bay

As the fame of the good neighbor

calls were received, the Bellingham
group approached the Junior Cham-

treacherous tides and sudden storms,
there is no place for the faint-hearted,
but both organizations claim there is
no shortage of volunteers when time

children give an honest - to - goodness

seaworthy cannery tender “‘Karluk’’,
loaned by Pacific American Fisheries.
Santa Claus for the first 12 years was
Ray Hyatt of Bellingham, and is now

gesture spread, and requests for more

sailings on the weekend before
Christmas. In a region noted for

oranges so popular with Canadian

records many adventures and mishaps,
but somehow the. Jaycees always got
through. In due course the “Discovery”
was replaced by the larger and more

Washington.

nearby Duncan bring down the tiny
patients from the Crippled Children’s
Hospital to join in the excitement.
Months of hard work precede the

the reason is evident. The wonder and

The small, easily-peeled mandarin

children are not available in the

Trtpo Costello. The ship’s beloved
clown was Charles ‘‘Chuck’’ Coate,
who with his wife was killed in a car
accident in 1964, and whose role is
now filled by Paul Martin of Everett,

on Vancouver Island, the Jaycees from

Right: Wintry weather and choppy seas
give the “‘Kariuk’’ an appropriate North
Pole icing.

on
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thrill, not only to these warm-

hearted business men, but to the Island

watch the fun.

The Forest —

SUFFALO OF THE AMAZON
By GEORGE G. VINCENT

Photographs by Jane Vincent

As the buftalo was to the North
American Plains Indians, so are the
forests of the Amazon to its largely
primitive peoples.
I recently travelled this mightiest of
rivers. Accustomed to our own British
Columbia rain forests, I was amazed

at the fantastic variety of the dense
carpet of trees that covers its millions
of square miles,

Of equal interest was the fact that,

unlike the ‘‘wild’’ trees of North
America, their main value to the
Sparse population is not as timber, pulp
or other wood derivatives.

Huts are built chiefly of bamboo
and palm or grass thatch, not logs.
Bridges in the roadless wilderness are

made of vines. Wood for warmth is
not a need. The most important functions of trees are as drug stores, for

clothing, for ropes, thread, rubber,
utensils, ornaments, food, charms—

Right: A chief of the Candoshi Indians |
of the Upper Amazon, with wife and
children, alongside their palm-thatched
nut. Poison for the darts he uses in the
7-foot blow-gun he is holding comes
from the Urare or Cunshuayao tree.
DIGESTER

ranging through simple human needs
to cigarette papers, drink and suitable
natural dwellings for tribal gods.

huma, reaching a height of 200 feet
or more, with huge, thick, plank-like

To even begin to list the trees of

comes a floss, kapok. With cells full of

use to the jungle dwellers would take
a book. Many are known by different

well-known uses are for stufhng

names in different areas, some still
unknown to science. There are nearly
a thousand species of palm, alone, in
the Amazon region, mostly utilized in
One way or another.
But to take a few examples—there’s

the striking giant of the forest, the
Ceiba or silk-cotton tree, or suma-

buttresses at its base. From its seeds

air and impervious to moisture, its

everything from pillows to life-belts.
But the wood, very light when dry, is
also used‘ for dugouts and rafts and,
in the Amazon area, for making floating casks from hollowed-out sections

of the trunk. These, filled with turtle

oil, are floated down the upper
Amazon to market.

Left: This scene is typical of the vine-tangled jungle foliage lining the banks of the Amazon River. Right: Kapok is the product of
the seed floss of the towering Ceiba tree.

Then there's the Lupuna, or Palo
Borracho — a bottle-shaped tree also

used for dug-out canoes. Its inner
bark is useful for ropes and _ the
“cotton” from the seeds provides

native cloth. The fruit of the Costhana

de Arara tree is used as a purgative
and for stupefying fish. °
Another, more sinister tree, 1s the
Urare or Cunshuayao, a source of

creamy quality are the various types
of Cow Tree, or Palo de Vaca. Among

tari family has a white, papery inner
bark that makes excellent cigarette

others of manifold uses is the Abricéd,

wrappers. For the girls, there's a tree-

mother of the “mammea” apple, a

flower so big that they wear it as a

fruit with a russett-coloured, leathery

fancy hat. And of course there's

skin which can be eaten, while the
resin from the tree’s bark is used to
kill vermin.
Memortes of Victorian times come

back at the sight of the Catahuat,

Hervea Braziliensis, “rubber’’ to you.
Among the palms, there are many
with divers uses, such as the Dendé
do Para, which provides materials for
cooking, lighting, painting, soap and

curare, reputed to be one of the dead-

another tree that rears its head above

ltest poisons and obtained from its

the surrounding forest. At one time

several as a source of wine. If you have

bark. The paralyzing stuff is used for

the English called it the Sandbox

complexion trouble, there's the Gent-

tipping the blow-gun darts that are
the deadly killing-instruments of the

Tree, because its pods were used for
drying ink before the advent of blot-

pape—the juice from its fruit 1s

steamy forest.

ting-paper. But its spiney trunk is a

remove freckles. And 1f it doesn't, it
certainly makes a_ violently potent
liquor!

For food and drink, among the
almost endless variety of fruits and
roots, there’s the breadfruit tree, of

“Mutiny of The Bounty” fame, with
its attractive crown of bright, glossy

leaves and melon-sized fruit. Dried in

slices, and then eaten raw or ground

into flour, the pulp tastes like good
white bread and is highly nutritious.
The fibrous bark makes a rough cloth
and the sap can be used as glue.

Trees that furnish good milk of

warning to keep off, with good reason

—the sap is viciously caustic and
natives will tell you a drop flying from
the stroke of an axe can blind you for
life. Its latex, also, is used for stupefying fish.

Running on down the list of primitive needs, there’s the Candle Tree,
bearing a long, cylindrical fruit which
burns slowly. There are many varieties
of trees that provide excellent torches.
For smokers, a big tree of the Coura-

fat. Most are used for thatching,

alleged to cure skin diseases and even

Then there’s the Soap Tree, with a
small fruit that removes stains; and

leaves of other varieties that are
plaited to make wallpaper, with some

that can be used for tea and for

flavouring cakes. For household uten-

sils, there's the Cuiera palm gourd,
painted with jungle-wood dyes to suit
your fancy.
It you like things sem1-processed,
DIGESTER
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Left: The Breadfruit is one of many trees providing sustenance to the jungle dwellers. Right: Trees provide shelter too. An Amazonian
native weaves walls for his home from palm leaves.

there's a type of palm-nut that, when
regurgitated by cattle that have eaten
the fruit, 1s collected for vegetable oil.

Medicine trees also exist in vast
variety, from the Mururé tree, with a
sap used by witchdoctors as a cure for
syphilis, to others with berries or saps
which are reputed to induce prophetic
trances and help or hinder child-birth.

Many of the primitive natives of the
Amazon—and some not so primitive—
regard trees as spirits, gods to be propitiated. It is not wise to be too casual

with an axe when you wander into
those woods near a village—to cut

tact with them. Thinking he was a
sky-god, they insisted he should wear

one of their bark garments in order

that they might gain some of his
“magic’. His return to the base,

dressed up like a Christmas tree, caused

quite a stir until he was recognized!

Though they once numbered

millions, the buftalo of the Plains

Indian vanished, and with them his
livelihood and ancient way of life.

This fate is impossible for the

billions of trees that choke the Amazon

basin. There are many valuable tim-

bers, already being exploited to a

down a sacred tree can mean a sticky

limited degree. But the obstacles are
tremendous. The fantastic rise and fal]

Trees, too, can create a problem as

of the great river causes enormous
fioods in its labyrinth of swamps and

end !

to what the well-dressed Amazonian

should wear. When I met Ralph

Borthwick, from Victoria, B.C., exRCAF Chief Pilot for the Wycliffe
Bible Translators’ jungle-mission head-

quarters, at his base on the Ucayali
River, he told me of his experience

waterways through much of the year.

Transportation and lack of suitable
labour present problems. There’s the
almost impenetrable and largely unex-

plored jungle, with its poisonous
snakes, insects and terrible diseases.

with a newly-discovered tribe. He

And, above all, the dense confusion
of vines and different types of trees

landed his little float-plane on a

all inextricably tangled with each

wilderness swamp to make first con-

other and with parasitical growths.
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Trees protect the peoples of the
Amazon, give them their life, and

death. And whatever secrets of [fost
civilizations and lost tribes may exist
there, the forests of the vast “Green
Hell” will still guard them for aeons
to come.

INTEREST ACQUIRED

In late 1964 the Company, jointly

with another forest products firm,
purchased 229,000 acres of timberland

in the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Rail-

way belt -on Vancouver Island,
adjacent to existing facilities of both
firms.

Phe timber is in many patches of
land, roughly between Cowichan Lake
tnd north of Courtenay. It is at elevations ranging from a tew hundred feet

to 3,500 feet above sea level, with
most of it on the higher slopes.

Main logging operations of the
Company in the general area are
he eT

Shawnigan, Copper Canyon, Nanaimo
River and Northwest Bay Divisions. —

See ee cee

B.C. Truck Loggers Association in January recognized H. R. MacMillan’s over-50-year
record of service to the forest industry by presenting him with this framed copy of a
sketch of himself, done in 1912 when he was B.C.’s Chief Forester.

The joint purchase, which will provide stability of Operations and possi-

bilities for future expansion of production, represents an investment in

raw materials of more than $50
million.

RECORD GIFT TO EDUCATION
H. R. MacMillan and the MacMillan Family Fund
donate $8.2 million for graduate studies

Anglican Theological College, which

are located on the U.B.C. campus
although separately administered and

University of British ‘Columbia

overhead. Fitteen fellowships will be

President Dr. John B. Macdonald on
February 10,1965, gave details of the
largest private gift ever made to any

available next September, 30 including

Canadian University when he

announced an $8.2 million donation

from H. R. MacMillan and _ the

MacMillan Family Fund to foster post-

graduate education on the U.B.C.
Campus.

The money is being provided for
three purposes. The MacMillan Family

Fund (founded with an initial $2

million grant in 1962) will establish
45 three-year fellowships for: graduate

students at U.B.C., at a cost of
$3,163,500 over a 20-year period.
Each fellowship will provide $3,200
annually for three years to a student
working towards a PhD degree, plus
$500 to the University to cover extra

renewals the following year and 45
including renewals in each subsequent

not part of the university.
With characteristic dislike of personal tribute, Mr. MacMillan sought
to make the gifts anonymously, but the
value of the grants created too much

Mr. MacMillan ts making available

excitement in educational circles. In
reports and speeches Dr. Macdonald

from personal funds, $3 million to

has stressed that his greatest concern

improve the University library to give
advanced students the essential re-

has been to expand and improve

yCar.

=

sources they need to pursue their
studies. The money, which will be
invested by the University to bring in
another $600,000 over 10 years, will
almost treble the library from 700,000
volumes today to 2,000,000 by 1975,
making it the best in Canada, according to U.B.C. authorities.

Mr. MacMillan personally is also
giving $1 million each in endowment

funds to two centres of theological
study and research, Union College and

facilities for graduate studies to meet
the tremendous need for teachers and
researchers, to staff the increasingly

complex civil service and to foster

technological advances to spur
Canada’s industrial. growth.

The two gifts to U.B.C. complement. each other perfectly, according to

Dr. Macdonald, who regards the progress they will make possible as the
most encouraging development since
he took over the presidency of U.B.C.
in October, 1962.
DIGESTER

HISTORY WITH A

TOUCH OF HORROR
Wax Museums are again proving
their fascinating appeal
A quiet medium of enlightenment
—running against the tide of live entertainment — is notching a _ notable
place of its own in the expanding field
of visitor attractions.
Wax museums, providing history in
easy lessons, are exciting throngs of
holiday visitors in Victoria and Vancouver, B.C., as they are in other cities
on this continent.

Belatedly, it is true, the magic of

the wax museum has travelled across

the water from Europe, where it has
been known for thousands of years,
and is being discovered anew as an
art form.
Visitors are intrigued by the scope of
global personalities presented, depicted
in amazingly life-like poses in authentic

up a waxen “Who's Who’ of the past
and present, portrayed as they were at

the height of their glory or notoriety.
Ain ironic touch is that the “‘greats’’
of the past must periodically re-establish their reputations by today’s stand-

ards. Researchers regularly test the

costumes and settings. Royalty and

public's “interest rating’. With this

rogues, statesmen and sea heroes, saints

index of popularity the museum direct-

and sinners, athletes and adventurers,

the talented in all fields of art, and

tors act swiftly to promote figures to
more prominence or relegate them to

figures of fairy legend and fable make

the background.

Most patrons, while professing a
faintness of heart, wouldn’t for the
world miss the chilling touches of hor-

ror and villainy that are a tingling

trademark of the wax museum, and
which must provide grisly company
for the nightly cleaning staffs on their
lonely rounds.

The Royal London Wax Museum in
the Crystal Garden in Victoria displays

in 32 scenes in richly-staged salons,
more than 100 life-like figures supplied by Josephine Tussaud and Company of England. The first permanent
exhibition of its kind to be established

in Western North America, since its
debut in 1960 it has drawn 750,000
sightseers, many of them visitors from

the United States. Tour groups are
numerous. One organization, holiday-

ing regularly in Victoria, has turned
up at the museum 600 strong three
years 1n a fOw.

In Victoria's museum Queen Elizabeth and members of the Royal Family are depicted
ina setting with the Archbishop of Canterbury and England’s first Queen Elizabeth.
DIGESTER

In Vancouver the Famous Figures
Wax Museum, operated by Interna-

A three-dimensional reproduction of Da Vinci's
Vancouver’s wax museum.

tional Displays Corp. Ltd. in the Hotel
Vancouver, opened its doors in July,
1964, and in the first month of opera-

tion drew, 15,000 visitors. Initially
planned as a seasonal attraction, its
immediate success prompted the man-

agement to remain open throughout
the year. With the stress on readilyrecognizable personages, it features a
number of motion picture stars among
the 64 figures arranged in 15 settings,
although its most elaborate display 1s
a presentation of Leonardo da Vinci's
“Last Supper’, reputed to be the only
one of its kind in Canada.
The magnetism of the wax museum
is spreading rapidly across this continent. One enterprising entrepeneur
Opened one in a trailer in Las Vegas,

ready to move guickly to a more
auspicious locale if he found his

motionless attractions unable to com-

pete with the action of gambling, a
pastime which was also popular when

wax museums were in vogue in the
days of the Babylonians and _ the
Romans.

To heighten the illusion, the Sleeping Beauty of Grimms’ Fairy Tales in Victoria’s Royal
London Wax Museum appears to breathe.
DIGESTER

Screened, shredded and dried cedar particles are sprayed with resin in continuous blenders, then felted on aluminum plates in this
board former. Fine particles are graduated to both surfaces, with coarser material retained in the centre of the mat.

New Particleboard Piant
in Production

exceptionally smooth surface. It 1s
dimensionally stable and can be sawn,

routed, drilled, bevelled and jointed
cleanly without splintering. It holds
well with glue or metal fastenings.

Another stride towards

The marketing programme has been
planned and its development co-ordi-

full use of the forest crop

nated through use of the Product

Just 10 months after the start of
construction, the Company's new $2
million, 21%, acre Particleboard plant

on the Fraser River in southeast

Vancouver has commenced operations.

From compressed and _ bonded
particles of red cedar, it is turning out

an unique and = superior product
evolved by the Research and Product

Development staff within the Company’s Wood Products Group. While
boards of wood particles and flakes

Manager concept—a fairly recent development in marketing management.
Canada and the United States, (which
is now the leading manufacturer), the
Company's product is the first Cana-

dian particleboard made entirely of
cedar, which has distinct and valuable
properties of its own.

The manufacturing process, in
which carefully sized particles are
bonded with resin, heat and pressure,
builds up the thickness of the board by
arranging coarse shredded particles in

the centre, with the finest material

have been produced commercially

graduating to the top and bottom. This

since 1941 1n Europe, and post-war in

results in a grain-free board with an

Woodworking tools cut

cleanly without splintering.

Particleboard

Felted mats of particles are compressed

and bonded in this 20-opening multiplaten hot press.

Initially three types of Particleboard
are being distributed in Western Canada. These are:
COREBOARD—Intended for use with

overlays of plastic laminates and hard-

wood veneers for manufacture of
furniture, wall panelling, and general
interior wood products.
PRINTBASE—C oreboard overlaid
with parchment paper on which wood

grains may be imprinted—also
primarily for use in the manufacture of
furniture.
PAIN TBOND—Coreboard filled and

prime-coated, which should have a
great appeal to builders and home
handy men for panelling, cabinets and

shelving and low-cost painted
furniture.

Standard sanded sizes trom 14” to
34,” will be made in panels 4’x8’ with
special sizes up to 41/4,’x8l,,’.

The plant started on a one-shift
basis. Ultimately it is expected to
operate three shifts, when it will
require 75 hourly and salaried employees with an annual payroll close
to $500,000.

The Manager, Roger Hughes, est1-

mates that the plant at full capacity
will turn out annually about 21 million

square feet (34 basis) in the mix of
sizes required by the market.

Three years of intensive preparation—product research, market studies,
development and refinement preceded
the detailed planning and construction

of the plant, which marks another
milestone in the Company's continu-

ing programme to achieve full utilization of the forest crop.

Panels from the press, after temperature
conditioning, ore trimmed to exact size

in preparation for sanding to a smooth
finish.
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may be fiercely dramatic, powerful and

downright destructive, the electric
impulsing involved as it flashes to
ground ts constantly of the order of
10,000 cycles a second. The detector 1s

therefore tuned permanently to that
frequency range. Aerials give directional bearing on the incoming signal
and the information shows up as a line

of light on a television-type ptcture
tube.

To this point, the Forest Service

doesn’t claim miracles for the device
This compact device gives a directional bearing on for-off fightning strikes.

but forsees it as offering extensive
possibilities in forest protection.

Knowing immediately where a
lightning strike has taken place can, in

Scientific Snooper

itself, be of tremendous advantage.

Locates Lightning

from the lightning strike. Based on
what the patrol plane finds, ground

Flectronics are enlisted

in the fight against forest fires

The nearest forest patrol plane can be

advised to check out the alreadydefined area as to whether fire resulted

crews can be instructed by radio with
a precious saving in time—and have a
better chance to control the new-born
fire before it takes a tenactous hold.
A second detector unit, with refinements, is nearing completion and will
be used by the Forest Service this sum-

A tidy unit, weighing under 95
pounds and costing less than $1,000,

may well hold the key to saving

thousands of acres of B.C. forest from
an age-old enemy — fires started by
lightning.

The device, an electronic locator
for lightning, 1s holding out promise

to the British Columbia Forest Service

which built tt and ts pioneering its
use in Canada.

Stull in the experimental stage, the

locator has indicated it can be of
extreme value in supplying instant
information concerning lightning
strikes taking place several hundred
DIGESTER

miles away from wherever the detector
may be spotted.

The Forest Service modestly explains that the detector came about as

a result of curiosity on the part of its
radio people. A scientific journal supplied the kernel of an tdea. There was
also knowledge that the system, with
the computer-sounding name of sferics,

Was im’ use Overseas in forecasting
weather. They put the two together and

built a prototype machine which gave
encouraging results when field-tested
last summer in storm areas.

The principle tnvolved in the detec-

tor is the fact that, while lightning

mer to confirm and expand the data
gained in the trial runs during the fire
season last year. It is hoped that the
additional experience will extend the
machine's sensitivity and determine tts
tracking range, likely at 500 miles.

Given a 500 mile sweep, it would

be possible to cover all of British
Columbia with seven units.

With the detectors, the Forest

Service intends as well to chart the
pattern of electric storms over vast
regions of remote British Columbia
forest. Such information would pinpoint critical storm areas and determine the best location for access roads

for fire-fighters.

In the three years ending in 1963, a total of 6,883 forest fires in B.C. burned more than 1.3 million acres and caused over $14.3
million damage. Lightning was responsible for about 46 per cent of both the number of fires and property loss.

The future may also see infra-

principles are again involved. The heat

are accepted as aids only. There re-

red rays used te spot fires already

of the fire (around 1,000 degrees)

mains a healthy conviction — that

underway. Two firms in Eastern

sends out radiation waves in a spectrum which triggers the alarm device
in the airplane flying overhead.
As welcome and exciting as each
advance is in forest-fire protection, all

nature's whims and human oversight
being what they are, there will never
be a fool-proof replacement for oldtashioned diligence by all who work
or play in our forests.

Canada are busy On. such equipment

which will be. carried in patrel aircraft and will dete®:embryo ground
fires even when obscured. Electronic
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LiIiTHO'D IN CANADA...”

Platform guests of Promue: Bennett (at
microphone) oat the cecum wunvetling
inciuded (left to right), Avery Peterson,
U.S. Consul-General in Veriwouver, B.C.;

Brig.-Gen. Peter C. Hlyver, U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers; (Clwirle. F&F, Luce,

Asst. Administrator, Power

Authority; Dr. Hugh Chair-

man, B.C. Hydro and Power Atcithority.

Ceremonies Mark the Official Start
of Construction on the Columbia River
As promised by Premier The

Honourable W. A. C. Bennett when
the U.S. - Canadian Columbia River

Treaty documents were signed in
September, 1964, British Columbia
has been proceeding “swiftly and dili-

gently’ with the fulfilment of its

obligations under the agreement.
On May 19, honoured guests toured
a portion of the site of the power com-

plex which will eventually cost more
than a billion dollars. They witnessed
ceremonies officially commemorating
the start of construction. With the flick

of a switch the Premier set off over
two tons of explosives to blast 13,000
tons of rock from the spillway section
at the Duncan Dam site, 55 miles north
of Nelson, B.C.

The next day Mr. Bennett unveiled
a cairn at the site of the Arrow Dam
near Castlegar, signifying the start on

the second of the three major dais
which will make possible a vast increase

in the production of electric power on
both sides of the international border.

Blast triggered by Premier Bennett starts
the excavation of more than two million
cubic yards of material.
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Decks awash in heavy seas, the City of Alberni makes good headway with just one sail set.

The retirement of Captain Eric Hastings

recalls the schooner “City of Alberni’ .. .

Last of the Canadian
Deepsea Sailing Ships

Horners who fought round ‘Cape

Stiff?’ under sail.
One otf his most vivid memories of
his boyhood at sea was the occasion

when his ship was ‘pooped’ while
rounding Cape Horn. A giant wave
climbed over the deck and carried
everything in its path.

By NORMAN HACKING

When the Miverton was sold, Eric
Hastings went into steam, serving for
several years with the Blue Funnel and

Marine Editor, Vanconver, B.C. “Province”

Atlantic Transport Lines until he

It was a tough life for a well-grown

division of MacMillan, Bloedel and

broke out in 1914, He was too young
for the navy or army, and too old, he

After young Eric had convinced his
parents that his prime ambition was
to be a sailor, his father apprenticed

young English lad of 14 when war
thought, to continue at school.
So he ran away to sea as a mess boy

in a Pacific Steam Navigation Co.

Powell River Limited.

him to the three-masted ship Milverton

South America.

of Liverpool. His first voyage under
sail, from Dublin to New York, when

That was the beginning of the seagoing career of Capt. Eric Hastings,
one of the best-known figures on the
Vancouver waterfront. He recently

He remained on the Mi/verton for
two years, learning seamanship and
navigation the hard way. He circum-

liner out of Liverpool, running to

he was only 15 years old, took 43 days.

retired as Operations manager of Cana-

navigated the globe, which makes him

dian Transport Co. Ltd., the shipping

one of the dwindling band of Cape

DIGESTER

Captain Eric Hastings

decided Canada was the land of
opportunity.

He commanded towboats for Vancouver Tug Boat Co., when that firm
was in its infancy, until 1926, when
he joined the young Canadian Transport Co. as supercargo.

This firm became one of the leading

ship - chartering companies in the
world, and as his responsibilities grew,
his name and reputation spread to most

of the ports of the world.

He had an unexpected break in
1940, when the company bought the

five-masted schooner Vigilant as a
lumber carrier. During the war years,
when freight rates were exhorbitantly
high and bottoms were scarce, many
an old windjammer was brought back
imto service.

The Vigilant, which was renamed

City of Alberni, was one of the

numerous lumber schooners built dur-

ing and after the first World War,
but she was in good condition, having
operated for many years in the lumber
trade. between the Pacific coast and

Hawaii. Built in 1920 at Hoquiam,
- Wash., she was 242 feet long, and
had no auxiliary power, except for a
donkey boiler on deck.

The City of Alberni was the last
deepsea sailing ship ever to fly the
Canadian red ensign.

It was not easy in 1940 to find
officers with experience in sail, so Eric
Hastings was recruited to return to sea
as second mate for a voyage to Aus-

tralia with a cargo of lumber.
He sailed under Capt. Jonn Vosper,
who for many years had commanded
the famous schooner Malahat, and first
mate Dan McDonald, a Prince Edward

Islander, who had commanded some

of the big case-oil barques of the
Standard Oil Co. Both are still living
and retired in Vancouver after long
careers in sail.

The City of Alberni’s first voyage
‘was to Sydney, Australia, with 1.6
million feet of lumber. She took 80

Holds and deck loaded with lumber, the City of Alberni presents a mighty spread of
canvass to the wind, her only source of motive power.

On her return voyage the Czty of
Alberni picked up a cargo of 1,593
tons of sugar at Lautoka, Fiji, and
again she had bad luck on the last leg

of her journey.
In December 1940 she ran into a
70 mile an hour gale off Cape Flattery,

days, and would have made the voyage

and arrived off Port Angeles, Wash.,
on December 30, after reports had
been broadcast that she was nearly

in 75, had she not been caught in a
‘southerly buster’, while in sight of

The old wooden ship arrived badly

Sydney This carried away most of her
sail spread, and on arrival, she looked
rather the worse for wear.

sinking.

This was the last voyage under sail

for Capt. Hastings, for he found the
Royal Canadian Navy was waiting for
him with a commission, and returned
ro steam.

As for the City of Alberni, she was
soon made seaworthy again, and in
1941 made another voyage to Aus- ~

tralia with lumber, returning home
safely and with profit to her owners.

battered, 51 days from Lautoka to

Her third and last voyage under the
Canadian Transport Co. houseflag was
less successful. Sailing from Vancouver

Vancouver, but her sugar cargo was
delivered undamaged to the refinery.

cargo of lumber, she suffered a severe

to Durban, South Africa, with a full
DIGESTER

Danger from enemy raiders was added to the usual perils of the sea during the long wartime voyages.

wracking in a storm in Latitude 41

video to load at Bahai Blanca. However, She burned at sea during the

ships under Canadian Transport

degrees south, when reaching down

towards Cape Horn. Capt. Vosper

passage, in July 1946.

him on his retirement, cables were
read from shipping men all over the
world, from London and New York,

decided to put back into Valparaiso as

the vessel was leaking, arriving on
March 12, 1943. After a survey of the
damage, it was decided to abandon the

voyage, as facilities did not exist in
Chile to repair a wooden ship of that
S1ZC.

However the career of the old
schooner was not yet finished. As the
war progressed, any vessel that could

fioat was valuable, so the City of
Alberni was patched up and put to

As for Capt. Hastings, after a brief
brush-up course with the Royal Canadian Navy Reserve, he soon found

himself back at sea in the corvette
Dunvegan, operating out of Halifax
in stormy Atlantic convoy duty. Later
he received command of HMcCS
Nanaimo.

In 1944 he was given command of

the new frigate HMCS Inch Arran,
with the rank of lieutenant -com-

sea under Chilean colours and owner-

mander. He continued in anti-

ship as the Condor.

submarine attack duty until he was
demobolized after the war. His last

She made one voyage to Mexico with

nitrate, and then set out for Piraeus,
Greece, with a cargo of rice. In January

1946, after rounding Cape Horn, she

put into Montevideo, strained and

leaking from heavy weather damage.
The Condor was again repaired and
fitted with new sails, and left MonteDIGESTER

command continued in active service

with the RCN on the east coast.
Recently tt was announced that she is
to be decommissioned after 21 years
In service.

Following the war, Capt. Hastings
directed operations for hundreds of

charter. At the testimonial dinner given

San Francisco and Tokyo and
Galveston.

The cable from London was typical
of the esteem in which Capt. Hastings
is held.
‘“The Thames-side tribesmen salute

thee, and if our smoke signals could

be read through the congestion at
Southend they would be saying, ‘many
happy years ahead’.

Captain and Mrs. Hastings plan to
spend their retirement at their home
at Qualicum, on Vancouver Island,
close to the sea.

There he will have with him his
meticulous log books of his years at
sea, his nautical books and photographs, and the best wishes of his
friends all over the world.

Three Vice-Presidents Elected to Board of Directors

G. D. Eccott

At the Annual Meeting of

shareholders in Vancouver on
April 27, the above Vice-Presidents of MacMillan, Bloedel and

Powell River Limited were

_. G. Harris

J. O. Hemmingsen

elected to the Board of Directors

General Manager, Pulp and

of the Company. Mr. Eccott is
Vice-President, Finance, and
Secretary of the Company. Mr.
Harris is Vice-President and

Paper Group. Mr. Hemmingsen
is Vice-President and General
Manager, Wood Products Group.

Company Purchases Assets

of Forest Firm in Alberta
MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell

MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell River

River Limited has sales offices and
distribution centres in. major cities
across Canada. The Martin Paper
Products Division in the Packaging

Limited, which had purchased the

Group of the Company has manufacturing plants in Alberta at Calgary and
Edmonton, in Saskatchewan at Regina,

located at the confluence of the McLeod
and Athabaska Rivers about 100 mules
northwest of Edmonton. Timber stands

and in Manitoba at Winnipeg. As

in the region are largely pine and

mentioned elsewhere in this issue, the

assets of the former concern.

Albertawest held timber leases in

the area of Whitecourt, which 1s

spruce.

Company recently acquired a panel

The Premier included in his an-

board plant in Saskatchewan. Up to the

nouncement the information. that the
Company would begin immediately,

present, however, logging and pulp
operations have been confined to
British Columbia.

On May 25, The Honourable E.C.
Manning, Premier of Alberta, released

the news that his government had
approved the assignment of timber
leases held by Albertawest Forest

Products Corporation Limited to

Peter Powel!

engineering and feasibility studies
looking toward development of pulp
facilities in Alberta. He said that his
government had encouraged the
interest of the Company, which had a
record of development and perform-

ance holding great promise for the
future of Alberta.

APPOINTED
Mr. Anson Brooks, President of
Powell River-Alberni Sales Corporation, recently announced the appointment of Mr. Peter Powell as Manager
of the Seattle office. Mr. Powell joined
the Company 10 years ago. During

the past seven years he serviced
accounts in Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, Montana, Alaska and Hawai.
Prior to that he worked in the Technical Services and Industrial Engineer-

ing Departments at the Powell River

mill.
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The opening of a new bookstore at

567 Granville Street in Vancouver,

one of a chain of similar shops
opened recently across Canada, is
not in, itself exciting news.
But the fact that the attractivelydisplayed books and pamphlets all
come from the stocks of the Queen’s

Printer, the publishing arm of the
federal government, is welcome tidings

BOON

indeed. Until now, most of these
publications could only be obtained
direct from Ottawa, although private
bookstores have always carried a few

A novel chain of book stores
is established across Canada

best-sellers such as ‘Canada Yearbook’’, ‘“Canadian Mother and Child’,

and the famous ‘5 BX’ and ‘10 BX”’
exercise pamphlets. In the new Queen's

Printer stores, however, one can
browse among an astonishing array
ot literature.

Ihe Vancouver store opened in

March of this year with about 4,000
titles—a list which Mr. A. Pratt, the
manager, intended to double very
quickly. Not a difficult task, consider-

ing that the Office of the Queen's
Printer has a total of some 18,000
titles from which branch stores may

choose. Mr. Pratt is also rapidly

increasing his stock of international
publications which come from _ the
United Nations, International Labour
Office, World Health Organization,
Council of Europe, Commonwealth
countries and Her Majesty's Stationery
Office in London, England.

Most of the literature, however, 1s
Canadian and gives a splendid insight

into the activities, interests, occupations, triumphs and concerns of this
nation.

Take the section on Indians and
Eskimos for instance. There are beauti-

fully illustrated publications dealing
with their art—carvings, prints, sealskin toys, totem poles, argillite carvings
and baskets. There is the ‘“‘Q BOOK’’—
which used to be known as the Eskimo

Book of Wisdom. It gives information
in three languages on everything from
cooking and sewing hints to vaccina-

tion. It is written in English, in the
syllabics used tn the Eastern Arctic
and in the Eskimo tongue written with

Latin letters as used in the Western
Arctic. It is illustrated with delightful
Clerk Mrs. Marie Ashworth reads up on the Eskimo ‘’Book of Wisdom’’, one of many
unusual and intriguing volumes available in the new store.
DIiGESTER
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Attractively-displayed reproductions of paintings which hang in the National Gallery are on sale at popular prices.

gives a history as well as the measures
taken by the government to overcome
“the Indian problem’’—no easy subject

to deal with.

A vety popular group of publications
concern food—the growing, harvest-

ing, canning, freezing, cooking and
eating of it. “Canada’s Food Rules”
have become basic for most homemakers.

Some of the publications have
become steady best-sellers. The annual

“Canada Yearbook’ and the ‘“Canadian Mother and Child’? have sold in
many millions of copies, closely followed by such diverse volumes as
“Native Trees of Canada’, ““How to
Run a Business’, ‘““How Parliament
Works’ and ‘‘This is the Arctic’.

Are you interested in “Canadian
Folk Songs’ or “Folk Songs from Old
Quebec” ? Would you like a look at the

Then there are publications which

make heavy reading but are most
important nevertheless. Try one or
two of the reports from Royal Commissions— Lhe Glassco Commission on

Government Organization or the Hall
Report on Medicare for instance. Per-

haps you like studying Tide Tables,

facts and figures produced by the
Bureau of Statistics or verbatim reports from Parliament (Hansard).
The international publications are
worth a good look too. A magnificent

“Yearbook of the United Nations’
sells at $18.25 but there ts also the

Roger Duhamel, who holds the rank

of a Deputy Minister. He is: also a
Doctor of Literature and author of a
number of scholarly works. In addition to publishing all the thousands of
books and pamphlets for sale to the
public—at a profit of over $2,000,000
last year — his department is respon-

sible for a great many publications
distributed free. These include all the

laws enacted by Parliament, the
Statutes of Canada, The Canada
Gazette, lists of Members of Parltament and many others.

fraction of this price. One of the best

The Queen’s Printer also operates a
library which classifies and catalogues

of the many books about and in

memory of the late President Kennedy
is the United Nation's ‘““Homage to a
Friend’’—well worth $3.

If all this is not enough, the store
also offers reproductions of paintings,

tions’? Or perhaps the ‘Hockey

mostly Canadian, which hang in the

Manual’? If you are planning a visit
to the Arctic, ‘“‘A Soldier’s Guide to

maximum of $12.50.

the North’? might come in useful.

lished in 1869, is currently held by

‘“Everyman’s United Nations’ at a

“Canadian Civil Service Examina-

Series’ or the ‘Figure Skating

himself. The office, which was estab-

National Gallery at Ottawa. All are
reasonably priced, from $7.50 to a
A word about the Queen's Printer

all official publications from Parlia-

ment and government departments as
well as many international publications
for which the Queen's Printer acts as
Canadian agent.

Almost everything published by the
Queen’s Printer (who is himself fluent
in both) is available in Canada’s two
official languages— English and
French.
DIGESTER

laboratory was officially opened on
November 4, 1954. This 1s in addttion to their basic duty of operating a
technical service, undertaking studies
and providing answers in connection
with day-to-day problems handed to
them from the many operations of the

Company. The Harmac_ Laboratory |

facilities are used by the research
departments of both the Pulp and
Paper and Wood Products Groups of
the Company. Each is responsible for
the direction of its own projects, with
all activities of the Laboratory being
closely co-ordinated.

The original staff of 11—now increased to 25—-was supplied with the

equipment to conduct research in a
broad scope. They were given the task

of working towards:
Better ways of making Company

Scientific Research Turns Up
Better Methods and Products

products;

Better use of raw material:

New products to be imagined,
developed and engineered before

manufacturing and marketing
could be attempted.

In 10 years the Harmac Research Laboratory
has scored a number of notable successes

In pursuing these aims the members

of the group have not only earned
recognition as leading authorities in
the fields of pulping and bleaching,
but they have been responsible for

impatient people. An idea for a better

So it is a credit to the scientists and
technicians at the Harmac Research

product might be generated spon-

Laboratory that they have accomplished

taneously. But data must be accumulated. Feasibility must be established

a number of major advances in the

Noteworthy accomplishments have

short span of ten years since the

included the development of K10, a

A research laboratory is no place for

by tests. Innumerable trials may be
necessary to discover the dead ends and

select the most suitable channels for
further exploration. When the problem
has been worked down to the most
puncture-proof solution, there remains

the task of developing production
techniques, and testing and re-testing
the end product until it is reasonably
certain to behave as expected under all

conditions and to meet with the
approval of skeptical customers.
Improvements to processes and products may be evolved with less strain,
but they still require exacting experimental probing.

(Right): A batch of unbleached Kraft pulp
is about to be screened in the miniature
pulp mill which is a part of the laboratory

equipment.
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major improvements in the quality of ©
pulp at Company plants.

specjal Kraft pulp. Ihe west coast

cedar in K10 has an extremely long

fibre with very thin walls which
collapse with a minimum of refining
into ribbon-like shapes, losing bulk
but retaining strength and density.
The long flat fibres intertwined with
short filler fibres of other woods form
readily into a tough, dense mat. This
results in a strong, stiff paper with a
smooth surface and a high degree of
opacity, which has superior folding

qualities and cuts cleanly without
splintering into rough spots at the
edges. The cedar fibres of K10 have a

natural ability to hold out ink, which
with suitable treatment helps to secure
a clean printing impression.

A patching compound for plywood,
used not only in Company plants but
also under licence by other plywood
manufacturers, was a product of the

Coated wood samples are tested for weathering under ultraviolet light and water
sprays in a Weather-Ometer cabinet. Twenty-four hours of this treatment equals 30
days exposure to the elements.

J

Harmac Laboratory.

The laminating of paper, plastic and
metal coatings to wood products is another area where experimental research
has been rewarded by a better method
of turning out a superior product.

Red cedar is the raw material for a.
versatile product created in the search

for improved utilization of British
Columbia forest material. Cedar particles are bonded with resin, heat and
pressure into a unique Particleboard at

a new $2 million plant in Vancouver,

which has the capacity to turn out
annually 21 million square feet (34”

In addition to expanded facilities at

Pulp and paper research is under
the direction of Dr. J. L. Keays. Wood
products research and development 1s
managed by C. T. Robertson.
Among the original Harmac Labora-

Harmac, the Company now has laboratories at Powell River and Burnaby as

tory staff, Dr. E. G. Hallonquist 1s
Director of wood products research at

development and pilot studies on Particleboard were made.

laboratories. Dr. R. H. J. Creighton
and. P. Griffen, still at Harmac, are

Dr. Lionel A. Cox will join the

now Assistant Directors of Research
for the Wood Products and Pulp and

basis) of dimensionally-stable, smoothsurfaced panels, three types of which
are presently being marketed in Western Canada.

well as at Vancouver, where the

Company in early July as Director of
Research.

both the Harmac and Vancouver

Paper Groups respectively.

The research scientists and technicians, in teamwork. with foresters
and engineers, have made a full contribution to the Company’s programme
of conservation and more complete use

of raw material, development of products, and improved processes which 1s
increasing the productivity of the forest

to the benefit of the ultimate customer.

(Left): Experimental work in progress on
the continuous laminating of coatings to
plywood.
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Campfire tales of wilderness experience inspired a series of popular but unusual ‘‘outdoor living’ books by Gwen Lewis.

More frontier fare and wilderness lore

will be tracked down in Volume Ill of

years corresponding with pioneers,
interviewing them, and _ illustrating
their contributions with accurate and
witty pen-and-ink sketches before pub-

lishing the two sections in 1957 and
1958 respectively.
By MILDRED JEFFERY

by Gwen Lewis

Without promotional fanfare the
two volumes have gone into extra
printings and sales have totalled
18,000 copies.

Mrs. Lewis is as remarkable as her
quaint little books. An extremely shy
and modest individual, she will accept

In these days of instant everything,

one might suppose that there would
be little demand for information on
how to cook a porcupine or muskrat,

collectors’ items. Souvenir selections
of pioneer recipes, homestead house-

hold hints, do-it-yourself doctoring
and on-the-trail tips dredged from ‘the

make jerky or pemmican, plaster a log
cabin, trap a lynx, or remove warts.

memories of old timers and native
Indians of. British Columbia, they

Pioneering instincts are still strong,
apparently. Two 58-page paperbacks
of “Buckskin Cookery’’—the “Pioneer

bring back fascinating pictures of life
on the frontier.

Section’ and the “Hunting Section”
have met with an astonishing success,
and are rapidly achieving the status of

Mrs. Gwen Lewis, a housewife and
grandmother who lived in Quesnel in
the legendary Cartboo ranching
country of British Columbia, spent five

neither money nor acclaim for her
handiwork. She contributes all proceeds to missionary work. She credits
Mrs. Mathilda Paige Kealing, affection-

ately nicknamed: “Aunt Tilly’, with
providing the inspiration for them.
Gwen Lewis first met Mrs. Kealing

when they occupied neighboring
cabins at.a Heffley Lake lumber camp,
and describes her as being short and
plump with sparkling dark eyes and an

infectious gaiety. which drew people
to her irresistibly. Her father was said

to be part owner of a ranch near
Lytton; her mother an Indian girl.
When people at the camp converged
around an outdoor fire or in the cook:
house to drink coffee and swap yarns,
the floor was conceded to “Aunt Tilly’’
for her tales of adventure. She stored
a wealth of wilderness lore, a knowledge of Indian medicines and her own

collection of camping and hunting
hints developed when she helped her
husband and son run a remote trapline—often in 60-hbelow weather.

Mrs. Lewis drew out this fund of
outdoor experience, and supplemented

it with reminiscences of many of her
native friends from the Skeena villages
in the Kiwankool and Kispiox areas of

northern British Columbia. Her home

was a half-way stopping point for
these people when: travelling between
their homes and Vancouver.
It is too early to predict what aspect

of their lives will find its way into
Volume III of “Buckskin Cookery’.
Mrs. Lewis isn't giving out any hints.
Whatever the theme, the material will
be authentic, and the manner of. pres-

FROM THE PIONEER SECTION:

FROM THE HUNTING SECTION:

eee kf your crock of butter has

» ee Salmon. Clean out insides and

by sealing it well, and burying it for
a week or more, as needed, about
two feet in the ground.—Harold
irueman.

and pepper, inside and out. Cut

turned rancid, you can re-sweeten it

cut off head. Rub with fat and salt

open a brown pa r bag and roll the

fish up in it tightly. Place between
two gold pans and bake in a pit of

coals (or a mud oven) for one

» « « Fill willow basket with fresh
trout eggs. Cover with sour grass.

hour.—Mathilda Kealing.

in ground and cover with dirt.

For to cook good to eat; cut off feet.

Cover with bark. Bury basket in hole

. « « First you get bear ‘and kill it.

Leave 10 days. Dig up and boil with
saskatoon berries or tiger lily bulbs.
Smells bad, but tastes good. Salmon

Now you burn feet good in camp- |
fire dill all hair is gone. Then you

CEES SaAMIC.

For the most delicious pie crust

you ever tasted, use as shortening
the rendered fat from a little black

bear that has been eating blackberries.—K. J. Meek.

» « « B0ak clothes pegs in a strong
salt water solution and they will not

hed
ales.to the clothes.—Mrs. Hetty
» « « Use fine dust from puffball to
stop bleeding from cut. Also good
to stop nosebleed. Bad for eyes, to
get dust in eyes.—Granny Hunger.

scrape good with knife. Now wash in

water good. Then you boil long
time and good for eat when cold.
Told to Joy Leak by Lee Lavoie.

- + « Cut up deer meat little hunks.
Cook brown in bear fat. Cover with
water. Put in rice, onions, anything.

Wet hand full of flour and rub on
edge of lid. Put lid on pot and put
pot im pit of coals. Leave till tonight.—Indian recipe.

. . « Grind up moose tongues, and
brown in fat with a frying pan. Add
chopped onion, milk and salt. Bake

in the oven.—Major Franklin.

» « « Soak ducks overnight in cold

» e » (For kidney trouble) — Brew
juniper berries and drink tea. Pretty
soon no run out all time. Erouble

salt water. Cut up a number of
carrots and onions and stuff the

people who will treasure it as an

Detter.

original gem, even though they don’t

ee Apply pitch from balsam fir to

stuffing, as it has absorbed all the
wild taste.—Mrs. Inez Langston.

entation intriguing. The little booklet
will be eagerly sought by thousands. of

really expect to be called upon to bake
a bannock, build a smoke house, whip

up some Indian. ice cream (Whooshum), or tan a bearskin.

cuts and bruises. Makes good wound
saive. Also good for stomach cramp

if stirred in boiling water and drink
pretty hot.—Told to Mrs. A. Ealey

by wife.

bird. Roast well, and throw away the

.-. Oprinkle salt on top of hot stove.
Drop pieces of deer meat on salt.

Cook meat and turn over. Scrape

mess off stove when cold.
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Famous Company pipe band welcomes
“‘Comox Queen”’ at Powell River.

jaunted up either shore-line had to tfetrace their paths. Now, by travelling 67

miles by water on four ferries, and
142 miles on excellent roads, the
visitor can enjoy a delightful tour, with
every mile offering fresh surprises of
spectacular scenery, and varied enticements to stop and relax.
The whole trip costs $21 for car and

driver, but can be done by bus for
considerably less.

The trip makes a marvellous outing
for those who want to get away for a
week-end. But with sandy beaches to
play on, sea treasures to collect, warm

ocean and lakes to swim and catch

salmon or trout in, oysters and clams to

be gathered, woods to be explored,
golf courses to be mastered, and side
trips to points of historic interest or
natural beauty to be followed up, the

POWELL RIVER LINKED

tour can turn easily into a lengthy,
memorable vacation.

New ferry completes

The scenic beauty is unending, from
the start in Vancouver, through Stanley

a delightful circle tour

Park, across the Lions Gate harbour

span, and along the Upper Levels
British Columbia's newest ‘“‘highway. has no blacktop. It’s an 18-mile

River area, who now depend on supplies hauled more than 100 miles.

Highway with its panoramic sweep of
city and sea to Horseshoe Bay, famed
for its salmon fishing. From here the

ferry route across the Strait of Georgia

But the new QOxzeen will get a great
deal of her patronage from those who

first ferry crossing for 45 minutes
presents spectacular vistas of the

between Powell River and Comox,

linking the miainiand’s ‘Sunshine
Coast” with the farming and logging
communities of Vancouver Island.
Three times daily, the new $600,000

travel just for.fun. The Strait of

Georgia's double - sided riviera has
always been: a favorite haunting ground
for tourists and trippers. But those who

mountains towering over island-dotted
Howe Sound.

Following a leisurely 52-mile drive
hugging the coast along the Sechelt

M.V. Comox Queen will make. the
round trip, carrying with her a maxi-

5 0 5-10

mum of 30 cars and 150 passengers at

a one-way fare of $5 per car and $2

Scale in mijes

per person.

This new facility will be a welcome

SQUAMISH

time-saver for those who wish to

transact business in mainland = and
Island’ centres—including those who
must travel between the Powell River,
Port Alberni and Harmac plants of. .
MacMillan: Bloedel and Powell River

Limited. It .should’. stimulate the
economy. of the area, too. Dairy. .
farmers in the Comox Valley are eyeing the market for fresh milk offered

by the 14,000 people in the Powell
DIGESTER

Lasqueti I.

QUALICUM

BEACH
PARKSVILLE

900? Peon,
°° IANCOUVER-

Ferry crossing of Jervis inlet provides spectacular mountain

scenery.

Peninsula, past the resort attractions of
Gibsons, Sechelt and Pender Harbour,

the majestic splendor of another

Vast sandy beaches make Qualicum a popular stop-over.

the sea, and for much of its length

of B.C. in the itinerary, and making

runs close by the shore, offering superb

the final water-crossing on the govern-

views of the mainland mountains

mountain fjord, Jervis Inlet, unfolds

skirted on the first leg of the trip. The

during a nine and a one-half mile ferry

highway crosses a succession of spark-

journey 1s completed with a 23-mile

ling streams so appealing they are
difficult to pass without stopping to

largest newsprint mill and a bustling
community, with fresh water lakes at

break out the picnic or fishing gear.
From Departure Bay near Nanaimo
the British Columbia Ferry Authority's
big, well-appointed ships complete the

crossing. The mainland leg of the
drive to Powell River. Here the world’s

their back door, look out on ocean
channels sheltered by islands named by

Spanish explorers in the early 1790's.
From Powell River, her sturdy 1,500

h.p. diesels pushing her along at 12
Knots, the Oxzeen takes one and one-

half hours to reach Little River terminus near the village of Comox for

which she is named. This is the halfway point of the journey.

Now for 66 miles the highway

citcle tour with a two-hour scenic trip
to the Horseshoe Bay terminus.

From the heart of Nanaimo Canadian Pacific Steamship ferries on a
limited schedule transport cars and
passengers to a dock in downtown
Vancouver. Car reservations are required on this latter service. On all
other ferries it’s first come, first served.

That's the fast trip. There are many

winds down-Island, through the city

incitements to wander—north from

of Courtenay, past the vast sandy

Comox to the superb fishing grounds

beaches of Parksville and Qualicum to

Nanaimo, the second largest city on
Vancouver Island. Originally a Hudson's Bay Company fort, Nanaimo
was once an important mining centre

after coal was discovered there in
1849.

At times winding through quiet
wooded sections and rolling farmland, the highway is never far from

at Campbell River and the Salmon
River Valley—-cross-Island from Parks-

ville to Port Alberni and the rugged

West Coast—south from Nanaimo to
Victoria. The circle tour can be greatly
enlarged by including this capital city
Gsiant trees are just a step off the pave-

ment in MacMillan Park on the Alberni
highway.
DIGESTER

ment ferry from Swartz Bay to Tsawwassen, 28 miles south of Vancouver.
There are many appealing highway
trips to be found in British Columbia,
but few offer in such a short journey
the scope of scenic attractions, profusion of points of interest and variety
of holiday amenities made possible by
the little Comox QOxeen.
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Vancouver grade 11 student William Wong won trips to Winnipeg and England with demonstrations of the wind tunnel he built.

TOMORROW’S SCIENTISTS

interrupting the sound at will by

Teen talents startle visitors
to the Youth Science Fairs

Grade 11 students Tammy Turvey
and Diana Pottinger built a schematic
model of the human spinal cord from
a length of pipe and some cardboard

inserting his hand between transmitter
and receiver.

discs. With an ingenious array of
By RENATE WILSON

If you are given to head-shaking

over the attitudes and’ antics of some

of today’s youngsters, visit a Youth
Science Fair. You will come away
still.shaking your head—but this time

in wonderment at the interests and

abilities of the growing force of
future scientists who compete in, these
local and national events.

During Easter week 17,000 visitors
were treated to fifty-six different scientific exhibits created by 70 high school

five categories: Biology, Chemistry,
Earth Sciences, Electronics, Technical
Design and Mathematics.

Each display was attended by its
exhibitor and it was a pleasure to talk
with some of these young people.
There was Alan Bass, for instance.
A grade 7 student, small for his age,
with dark eyes and a serious manner,

he was able and most willing to
demonstrate the electroplating process.

Across the aisle John Frizell of

wires, coloured electric light bulbs and
a buzzer, they showed what happens
when you put your hand on a hot stove.

Labelled ‘Spinal Reflexes in Man’,
their display traced all the actions, both

voluntary and involuntary, which
follow the impact with the hot surface—'‘all except the kick you give the
stove, says Tammy.

Pam Clark, Barbara Heller and
Paige Woodward demonstrated the

learning ability of four white rats,

which they trained in a week to find
their way to food through an intricate
maZze.

arrangement labelled “Modulated

Some of the exhibits were down-toearth and practical, such as models of

Vancouver, Entries were accepted from

Light”, with which he sent tape-

boys and girls from grade 7 up, in

recorded messages via a light beam,

a future transit vehicle, the life-cycle
of a halibut, different kinds of dams

students in British Columbia's 7th
Annual Youth Science Fair held in

grade 12 had a complicated electronic

broadcasting could be understood
vaguely after studying the charts
behind the display, but however did
John Mills, aged 15, catch the radio
waves from the planet Jupiter? Yet

trouble. Now he can’t decide between
a career in aeronautics or the study of

there they were, beeping away from
his small tape recorder.
Both junior and senior prizes are
awatded in each section of the Fair,
with the grand award winner getting
an all-expense-paid trip to the Canadian Science Fair. The boy and girl

Byrne, is pleased and excited at the
ingenuity, skill and knowledge shown

winning the highest awards in this
show go to England for the International Science Fortnight held each
year in London.
One of these coveted trips was won

Tammy Turvey helped construct this
mode! of the human spinal cord.

Others were most mysterious to the
layman—after all, who knows what a
Tesla Coil, a Hilsch Vortex Tube or a

Fractioning Column are for? The
difference between AM and FM

by the youngsters, at the improvement

in their exhibits, which stack up well

against those from other parts of

Canada, and at the number of juniors
who come back in succeeding years as

seniors with more advanced exhibits.
The British.Columbia Fair is organized
by the Vancouver YMCA Men’s Club,

with the active help of the Province
newspaper and about 20 public-spirited

companies who help with prizes and

Hong Kong-born grade 11 Vancouver

cash to make it possible for out-of-

student, with his ‘Airfoil Analysis’,
Columbia Fair.

plugs.

The co-ordinator of all Vancouver's

Science Fairs to date, Mr. G. H.

this year by William Wong, a slight
which took first award at the British

and the firing techniques of spark

medicine.

“I'm surprised,’ was Wailliam’s
modest reaction. ‘It isn’t a particularly
sophisticated project.”
However his demonstration of how
various airplane wings react in a wind
tunnel took a year to build and several

months to test, and is causing him

town youngsters to compete.

Maybe these young scientists are
also hep on the Watusi and scream over

the Beatles, but this ts doubtful. They
seem to look on the world about them
with a critical, questing eye. Right now
they want to find out “what makes the
wheels go round.” In a few short years

they Il be the ones to make them pd
round.
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John Frizell put together this apparatus to transmit sound by a beam of light.

riandling rats doesn't daunt Pam Clark.
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The Fish of the

PACIFIC COAST OF MEXICO
By Dr. Murray A. NEWMAN
Curator, Vancouver Public Aquarium

The warm salt water along Mexico s
Pacific coast is inhabited by hundreds
of different kinds of fishes from great
spotted whale-sharks to tiny blennies.

land barriers, but also by the ocean
itself. Most coastal species cannot
travel far out to sea without perishing
and we find that great expanses of

except on a few islands such as the
Revilla Gigedos, Cocos, Clipperton

unusual species live along the rocky

Open ocean are insuperable barriers,
preventing the westward movement of

tropical fish, as well as birds, reptiles
and marine invertebrates have been

shores or reefs. Here one finds yellow

coastal Mexican fishes. For this reason,

studied by biologists travelling as

and black butterfly fish, surgeon fish
with lancet-like spines at the base of
their tails, porcupine fish, elongated
trumpet fish, bright red squirrel fish,
slender wrasses colored like candy
canes, neon blue damsel fishes and

although there is a great tropical -fish
fauna in the Indo-Pacific area, there ts
very little overlap between the species
of that region and the Mexican fauna

guests aboard Dr. H. R. MacMillan’s

The most colorful and structurally

and the Galapagos.

Over the years these fascinating

yacht Marijean. This fine 137-foot

motor vessel was launched in 1948 to
enable Dr. MacMillan and his friends

spotted moray eels.
Taken as a group, these fishes consti-

tute a distinct fauna which extends
from near Punta Eugenia on the west
coast of Baja California southward to
Peru.

Most fish are quite intolerant of
temperature change and the coastal
Mexican species are, on the whole,
restricted to temperatures above 68°F.
This prevents their moving northward

into California waters or southward
into ‘the chilly Humboldt Current off
South America. It also inhibits their
swimming downward into the colder,
deeper regions of the ocean.

It may come as a surprise, however,
to learn that not only are fish restricted
by temperature change, freshwater and
DIGESTER

This yellow-bellied seasnake was found on the surface of the water off Acapulco.
A poisonous relative of the cobra, it cannot survive long on land.

Dr. Murray Newman with a great manta ray captured at Zihuatanejo in 1962. A replica of this 12-ftoot, 1,Q0Q0-Ib. sea monster has
been made for exhibition in the Vancouver Public Aquarium.

to reach the southern’ sport-fishing
grounds. When it was discovered that
many kinds of unfamiliar fish existed
along the Mexican coast, the decision
was made in 1953 to invite Dr. C. C.

Lindsey of the University of British
Columbia's Institute of Fisheries along

on a cruise to study the marinelife.
Ever since that time, there has been a

zoologist on board whenever the
Marijean cruises in the tropical waters
so that specimens may be gathered,
identified and preserved, then shipped

to U.B.C. for further investigation.”
On a number of occasions, we have
captured fish, iguanas, seasnakes and
crocodiles which were brought back to

the Aquarium in Stanley Park in

Vancouver so that the general public
could see and enjoy these fascinating
creatures.

In recognition of his generous support of marine science, and also his

considerable achievement as an angler,

in November, 1963, Dr. MacMillan
was awarded the 4th Annual Gold
Medal Anglers Award by the Miami

Beach Rod and Reel Club and the International Oceanographic Foundation.
Acapulco is one of the most interesting and colorful ports of call along the
coast. Although it is now best known
as an international resort with Dbeautiful beaches and fabulous new hotels,
the town itself is very old and possesses

a permanent population of 30,000 of
more, It was founded by the Conquistadores in the early 1500's and the
Manila galleons for 250 years regularly unloaded their oriental treasures
there for trans-shipment to Spain. The
old fort which defended the town and
its riches from British pirates still looks
out over the bay.
At night, as the music of Acapulco’s
dance bands drifts over the water and

the gaily illuminated cruise ships
move around the harbour, little fishing
canoes, each with a‘ gasoline lantern,

travel out to their nocturnal fishing
grounds making the bay look like a
twinkling reflection of the star-filled
sky.

When morning comes, native fisher-

men take their catch to the public

market and the character of the harbour rapidly changes with the rising of
the hot tropical sun.
Offshore trolling is popular and a
cruiser and crew can be chartered to
take you out to the “blue water’ past

the hundred fathom line. Here you
may catch sailfish or marlin while
sitting in a swivel chair at the stern
of the boat. These spearfish are great
fighters and when they hit your flyingfish lure, they rush away leaping and

thrashing at the surface taking out
several hundred feet or more of line at
DIGESTER

Off the entrance of Acapulco harbour

the water is filled with life and as you
stare down into it, you see transparent
larval fish, strings of eggs, strangely-

gyrating comb jellies with coppercolored ciliary bands and pulsing jelly

fish. Yellow-bellied seasnakes feed
upon the very small fish of this aquatic
community and are so well adjusted to

life in the water that they cannot
survive for very long on land. We

often find them basking at the surface

a mile or so from shore and always
marvel at the benign nature of this
poisonous relative of the cobra.

the whole thing and go back to bed!
After a great struggle, we managed
to subdue the beast and tow it to the
Marijean where Captain Scott Steen

and his crew winched it up on the

deck. It was about 12 feet from
“wingtip to wingtip’ and weighed

about 1,000 pounds. From the front of

its head stretched two arms, one on
each side of its wide mouth. The tail
was long and thin. The skin was rough

Perhaps the greatest adventure we

like sandpaper and the entire body
was dull black in color except for a

Mexican waters aboard the Martjean

light area below.
This fantastic and exciting ray was
frozen and brought back to Vancouver

have ever had while cruising in

was when we captured the giant manta

ray at Zihuatanejo in 1962. This is a
small town situated in an attractive bay
about 100 miles northeast of Acapulco.

One night we set out a small gillnet
for a few hours with the intention of
collecting a representative sample of
Mrs. Gordon Southam with a marlin she
booted near the Tres Marias Islands.

directed a light into the water and saw
that the eyes of the fish were separated
by a distance of about three feet, we
thought that perhaps we should forget

aboard the Marzjean. Later, a mold was

prepared by scientists of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
Notification has been received from
Dr. Leonard Schultz, Curator of Fishes

the fishes along a sandy beach. When

at the Insitution, that an accurate

we returned at midnight, we noticed

replica has been cast, and will arrive

the floats of the net were close together
and we surmised that there was a large

in Vancouver in early summer for
exhibition in the Vancouver Public

fish entangled in it, but when we

Aquarium.

a run. They are frequently a brilliant
blue in color and highly streamlined in
that their fins fit into grooves on their
bodies thus reducing water resistance.

The bill is a sharp, bony elongation
of the upper jaw and the entire mouth
is extremely bony and difficult to hook.

Marlin and sailfish frequently carry
slender, white fish called “remoras’’
which cling to their bodies by means
of suction disks. The suction organ is
located on the head of the remora and
its cross pieces cause it to resemble a

Venetian blind. The little, harmless
remora holds tightly to its host while
it is on the move but may on occasion

release its hold to swim around and
feed. It may be of benefit to its host by
feeding on the many crustacean para-

sites found on the skin of marlin and

sailfish. At any rate, it does not do
any harm.

The Marijean at anchor in Acapulco Harbour, with Capt. Scott Steen on the foredeck.

The five-year-old Wizewood manufacturing plant at Hudson Bay, Saskatchewan, becomes the ‘’Aspenite Division’’ of MacMillan,
Bloedel and Powell River Limited.

industrial community and to contribute

PANEL BOARD PLANT
ACQUIRED IN SASKATCHEWAN
bonded with resin and wax by heat and

chased the Wizewood building panel
manufacturing plant in Saskatchewan.
The majority interest in the Wizewood operations, which are located at
Hudson Bay, 260 miles northeast of

pressure. The plant, which employs

Regina, was formerly held by the

The Wizewood operation will be
known as the “Aspenite Division” of
the Company. John St. C. Ross, formerly Controller of the Company's
Wood Products Group, has _ been

The plant, established in 1961,
manufactures a decorative, weather-

proof, multi-purpose building panel
from white poplar (aspen) and black

poplar. Under the trade name
“Aspenite” it is sold widely in the

over 100 people on a three-shift basis,

has capacity to produce 25 million
square feet'of panel (1/-inch basis)
annually.

appointed Manager of the Division.

in commenting on the purchase

prairie provinces, while small quan-

announcement The Honoufable J. V.
Clyne, Chairman and Chief Executive

Ontario and the United States.

Powell River Limited, said:

ties have been marketed in B.C.,

In the manufacturing process wafers
of wood are sliced from green logs and

“The panel board produced by
Wizewood will be an important addition to the Company’s diversified line
of products.
“Our contribution to Wizewood—
and Saskatchewan industry—will be to

In early April the Company pur-

Saskatchewan government.

to its stability and growth.

Officer of MacMillan, Bloedel and

"We welcome this opportunity to
become a part of the Saskatchewan

provide capital for improvements to
the plant, a vigorous marketing programme, orderly harvesting of the
forest which will provide our raw material, and permanence of operation.”
Improvements to the plant, and the

possibility of expanding production
capacity as markets warrant, would be
studied, he said.

“We will also develop a long-range

plan for logging to assure orderly

harvesting and maximum use of the
wood resource.”

Mr. Clyne said that employees at
the plant, many of whom helped in
the construction and stayed on as pro-

duction workers, as well as logging
contractors supplying the raw material,
would be retained in service.
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CANADA PENSION PLAN
By PAT CARNEY

Business Columnist, Vancouver, B.C. “Sun”

Earlier this year, the Canadian Parliament approved the Canada Pension

year. Quebec is expected to establish a

present universal Old Age Security

similar plan which will be linked with

pension.

Plan, considered to be one of the

the Canada plan. Major groups

The new national plan will not

most important social and, economic
documents in the nation's history.

exempted from the plan are members
of the Armed Forces, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and employees
of provincial and foreign governments.

affect pension benefits accumulated by
Canadians under private pension plans
in the past. It is estimated that private

The plan will be financed entirely
through contributions by employers,

the Canadian work force. These private

The plan provides fully portable
pensions, so that workers may move
freely about the country without jeopar-

dizing their pension rights. It also
provides some security of income to
workers and their families in the event
of old age, death or disability.
The Canada Pension Plan will be
compulsory for the bulk of Canadian
workers aged 18 to 69, except those in

Quebec, who earn more than $600 a
DIGESTER

employees and self employed. During

the initial years, when the contributions collected will outstrip the benefits

paid, the excess funds will be made
available to the participating provinces

for their use. Canada Pension Plan
benefits will be paid in addition to the

plans now cover some 20 per cent of

plans will not be absorbed by the
public plan, but some degree of inte-

gration may be necessary to avoid
contribution levels from becoming
excessively burdensome.

Contributions will be collected
starting January 1, 1966. Limited
retirement benefits will be paid from

January 1, 1967, while disability and

income levels in

calculating his

If she is under 45 when her husband

death benefits will net be payable
until later years. However, it will be

pension.
The Canada Pension Plan will pay a

dies and she has no dependent children

ten years before the plan becomes fully
effective and maximum pension benefits are payable.

pension automatically te contributors
aged 70 or more, regardless of any
other income er salaries they may be

A major feature of the plan ts that
beth the contributien base and the
benefits paid will be “escalated” in

receiving. The pension will also be
paid to contributers aged 65 to 69 who

increases in the cost of living and in

more than $900 a year. In applying

future years to take into account
the general level of wages and salaries.

Initially, the contribution rate will
be 1.8 per cent each from employer

are actually retired, but a reduced
benefit will be paid to these who earn

this ‘earnings test’, only income

from employment or self employment
is considered, Other pensions, interest

and dividends de not count as

and employee, for a combined rate of
3.6 per cent on earnings between $600
and $5,000. Self employed Canadians
will pay the 3.6 per cent rate on earnings over $800 and up to $5,000.

carnings.

However, pension experts estimate
that by 1985 the penston plan will be

until the pensien will be payable at

collecting centributions of 4 to 4.8
per cent on earnings between $1,000

and $8,300. By 1995, the earnings

The separate univetsal Old Age
Security pension of $75 a menth ts
new payable at age 70. However, this
age will be reduced ene year at a time

age 65 after 1970.
At initial rates, a single Canadian
aged 70, receiving beth the Canada
Pension Plan and Old Age Security

range may increase to a lower limit of
$1,500 and an upper limit of $12,300.

benefits could have a pension imcome

Basically, the retirement pension

could draw pension benefits totalling
$254.17 monthly, adjusted for cost of
living increases, plus any benefits the
wife has earned in her own right.
Death and disability pension pro-

will amount to 25 per cent ef average
carnings on which centributions have
been made, After the ten year transi-

lion period, a man whe averaged
carnings of $360 a menth would
receive a penston ef $75 per menth.
If his earnings were $400, his pension
would be $160. The initial maximum
pension, reflecting the $5,600 income
limit, would be $104.17 per month.

In practice, the size of each indtvidual’s pension will depend on his
average earnings during hts werking

life, future levels of inceme and
employment and possible increases .in
living. costs.

By pegging benefits to the cost ef
living index within a narrow range,
an individual's pension will be escalated to protect its purchasing power.
Similarly, an individual will be able te
protect the value of his past earnings

by updating them to reflect rising

ef $179.17 per month. A married
Canadian couple aged 70 or more

visions are censidered at feast as
important as the retirement pensions.

Benefits te the survivers of ai ron-

triputer are payable in 1968 and
disability benefits in early 1970, subject

fo a minimum peried of contribution.
Death benefits include widews’ pendisabled widowers’ pensions,
orphans’ benefits and lump sum death

SIONS,

benefits.

Widews pensions are geared to a

widow's age, her family responsibilities and her chances of earning her

ewn living. If a widow 1s at least 35

and is not disabled, her pension 1s
reduced by 1/120 for each menth that
she is younger than 45, A widow aged
35 or under receives no pension unless
she has dependents or disabilities.

For widows aged 65 or more, the
pension is 60 per cent of the husband's retirement pension. If a female
centributer dies and leaves a disabled

widower, a pension is paid on the
same basis as a widow s pension.

Disability pensions will be paid to
contributors who are unable to work
regularly in gainful employment. The

benefits will be $25 per month,

adjusted for living costs, plus 75 per
cent of the retirement pension accutnulated by the contributor, plus $25
fer each ef the first four dependent
children plus $12.50 for each addttional dependent child. Children who
are unmarried and under age 18—or
age 25 if attending school--are considered dependent.

Orphans benefits are paid to
dependent children of a contributer,
even though the other parent ts still

alive. A benefit of $25 per month,
adjusted, is paid for each of the first
feur erphans and $12.50 per month
fer each additional orphan.
A lump sum death benefht equal te

six times the accumulated menthly
retirement pension up te a maximum
of $500 is also payable on the death
of a contributer.
Implementation of the Canada Pen-

sion Plan will require a great deal of
record keeping. Each werker covered
by the plan will be assigned a social
insurance number and the earnings
record of all workers will be collected
and kept on computer tapes in Ottawa.

years old or has dependent children or
is disabled, she would receive $25 per

Although features of the plan have
aroused much discussion and centro-

month, adjusted fer living costs, plus
37.5 per cent of the retirement pensien accumulated by her husband.

versy, the Canada Pension Plan 1s
expected to prove extremely popular
with Canadians.
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The suction dredge is pumping fill onto the foreshore site of the new Kraft mill and power facilities. The new No. 10 newsprint
machine will be housed on the near side of the long building in left centre, which contains the No. 9 machine. Above this on the
hill is the first of three buildings where construction workers will be quartered. New warehouse and deepsea dock will be built
in the area on the far side of the dredge.

NMiany Contracts Awarded

for Powell River Expansion
Work and equipment contracts to
the value of more than $22 million

tradesmen who will be required at the

have been let to date for the Company's

central dining hall and a recreation
building for the work crews will also

paper machine and winder drives,

be located at the site.

an electrostatic precipitator and deaerating heater. Purchases of struc-

expansion programme at Powell

River, announced in February of this
ycal.
The $103 millton project, one of the

height of construction activity. A

While this preparatory work has

KVA turbine generator, grinders and
grinder motors, barkers and chippers,
recausticizing and related equipment,

been going on, contracts have been. let

tural, piling and reinforcing steel and a

for much of the massive and compli-

steel warehouse building have also

largest ever undertaken in the British
Columbia forest products. industry, is
scheduled for completion in late 1967
or early 1968. The main units involved
are the installation of a new newsprint
machine with an annual capacity of
160,000 tons; building of a new Kraft

are substantial enough to constitute

A 10-man field staff from the
Company's Central Engineering

major projects in themselves, such as

Department is on the site to supervise,

pulp mull with capacity of 175,000

a rated speed of 3,000 feet per minute,

bring the rated capacity of Powell
River to 692,000 tons, and of the
Company to well over one million tons

off the mouth of Powell River,

of Canada Ltd., in Sorel, Quebec. Or
the towering Kamyr digester. Or the
chemical recovery boiler, which will

deepening the new docking area and

also generate steam for mull purposes,

building up a foreshore site for the
pulp mill. Nearing completion is the

and requiring its own building to

tons; and construction of new deepsea
wharfage and warehouse facilities.
Since May, dredges have been busy

cated equipment that takes a long time
to build. Some of the key components

the block-long No. 10 newsprint

machine with 324-inch wire width and

being made by Beloit International

reaching 140 feet from ground level

first of three ‘‘apartment-type”’ bachelor residences which will be needed to

house it.

house the bulk of the 900 or more

now being made include a 40,000

DiGES TE R

Other important pieces of equipment

been negotiated.

co-ordinate and expedite the various
phases of the expansion, which will

of newsprint annually, making it the
largest producer in Canada.

The Powell River plant, which
pioneered newsprint manufacturing in
western Canada by turning out its first

rolls in 1912, is already the largest
single-unit newsprint production centre

in the world.
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MARS — Now God of Rain
Veteran U.S. naval flying boats are
now water-bombing forest fires
Condensed from an article by
D. N. RADCLIFFE

By mid-August this year, two-thirds

To this date no fires had reached

of the way through an unusually

major proportions in forests managed

hazardous fire season, over 2,200
forest blazes had been kindled through-

out British Columbia — substantially
more than the 10-year average. But the
178,000 acres burned were about one-

third of normal. Much of the credit

for checking fire losses is given by the

by MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell
River, or in near-by timberland. One
reason, apart from constant vigilance
and well-trained, alert fire protection
crews, 1s the combat readiness of two

remarkable aircraft—Martin Mars

protection, particularly the use of water

transports which have been converted
to flying tankers.
Water bombing ts not a new strategy.

bombers in reaching remote areas
quickly, and extinguishing or check-

It has been tested in various ways
since 1930. Early experiments con-

ing outbreaks before they could spread.

sisted of dropping a water- filled

B.C. Forest Service to increased air

missile, effective at times against very
small fires, but expensive and hazardous to ground crews. In 1953 a trend
was started towards free-drop water

tankers. By 1958 these had won
acceptance, and in British Columbia
hive Avengers were in service, as well
as several small planes equipped with
float tanks. These were successful

against small fires, but their usefulness
was restricted by the limited load they

could carry. What was required was
some type of flying boat which could

quickly take on a large volume of
water from the available sheltered
inlets and large lakes, and which would

be sufficiently manoeuverable and

stable to operate at low altitudes
through turbulent air in the narrow
valleys ringed by high mountains
which are characteristic of British
Columbia’s forest land.

In 1959 the U.S. Navy offered for
sale as surplus four Mars transports.
Late in the year leading forest industry
concerns in British Columbia formed a
new company to purchase, convert and
operate these aircraft as water bombers

for the member firms. MacMillan,
Bloedel and Powell River ts one of
the five owners of this venture, known

as Forest Industries Flying Tankers
Limited. Along with available spare
parts, the aircraft were ferried from
Alameda, California, to Victoria International Airport on Vancouver Island.

Chief Pilot Bill Waddington is dwarfed

by the vast expanse of the wing on

which he is standing.

Skimming low over the tree tops, a Mars drops its full load on a forest fire on Vancouver Island.

The Martin Mars aircraft, the
largest operational flying boats ever

built, with a wing span of 200 feet
and an overall length of 120 feet, had
turned in a remarkable performance
in eleven years of continuous trans-

port service. The prototype Glen L.
Martin put in the air in 1942 carried
some three million pounds of freight

from California to the Pacific war

The start of the Mars’ career as flying tankers was fraught with frustrations and problems. Three were held
in reserve while awaiting tests of one
which was immediately converted. A

could be filled with water in just 22
seconds as the aircraft taxied at 70

four - CO

ted plywood tank

hinged door on each side mid-way up

holding 6,000 imperial gallons was
built into the upper deck. Through

the hull. With a normal fuel load of
3,000 gallons the aircraft could operate

two hydraulically-operated probes this

away from base for about 51/, hours.

knots. The water could be dropped by
the pilot from all four sections simul-

taneously or individually, through a

ho aaah Mea Ey ek

zones in 78 round trips before retirement in 1945. The U.S. Navy ordered
an additional eighteen, substantially
the same except for modification from
twin tails to a single tail, and larger

fuel tanks to increase the range to
nearly 5,000 miles. However the end

of World War II curtailed the programme, and only five were built. The
Marshall, Mariana, Hawaii and Philippine Mars were delivered in 1946, the
Caroline Mars in 1948. Between them
they logged 87,000 accident-free flying hours, delivered thousands of tons

of trans-Pacific freight and carried
almost a quarter of a million passengers
safely.

Fire from a fuel leak destroyed the
Marshall Mars in 1950, after the crew

landed the craft and escaped. The
others were honourably retired and
moth-balled in 1956.

Chief Engineer Nils Christensen (left) and Flight Engineer Bill Valentine adjust one of
the four 2,500 hp Wright engines which power each Mars.
DiGEStTER

Later on a sloping plywood bottom
was added to the tank to improve the

drop pattern. The water load was
reduced to 4,500 gallons, but at 120
knots the tanker was able to drench a
target area 800 feet long by 250 feet
wide in one drop, and extra fuel could
be carried to extend operating time.

Stiff shake-down tests turned up
problems—probes failed, release doors
jammed or water seals leaked. But the

difficulties were solved in time for the
Mars tanker to answer its first fire call

on July 4, 1960, only to have the
mission aborted by engine failure.
Four days later, after four drops on a
second fire, more engine trouble. How-

ever throughout the rest of the fire
season the Mars made 26 drops,
delivering 127,000 gallons of water
on six fires. The Mars hadn't controlled any fires single-handedly. But
the crew’s bombing skill had improved
tremendously and the results justified

the continued operation of the one

aircraft.

However 1961 was to be a year of
tragedy. After a good performance on
two fires the Mars crashed while fighting the third fire of the year, carrying
the crew members to their death. Since

it demonstrated its ability to make a
major contribution to fire control, and

On one occasion completely extinguished a fire without ground support.

no evidence turned up at the exhaustive

Conversion of another Mars was
undertaken in 1964. This craft has a

inquiry to indicate failure of the air-

different tank arrangement, and carries

service a replacement which was ready
for duty early in 1962, with an accom-

6,000 gallons of water in the original
hull fuel tanks. Inset along the reinforced keel, 22 hydraulically operated
doors release all or a part of the load.

craft, work was begun to put into

panying light float plane to act as a
“Bird Dog’’. This aircraft proved to
be indispensable. First over the fire,
it establishes radio contact with the
ground crew, identifies the fire-line
target and leads the Mars in on the
best drop path. In addition to making
the tanker operation safer and more
accurate, it acts as handyman around

the fire—calling attention to spark-

Another modification: to the tankers’

equipment has been the addition of
Gel-Guard blending apparatus. This
compound, injected into the probes by
compressed air as the tanker takes on
fresh water—it doesn’t work with salt
water—concentrates the water spread,
covering the same target pattern from a

started spot fires or flying the fire boss
over troubled areas.
Fire seasons in 1962 and 1963 were

safer height of 500 feet altitude as
untreated water dropped from 250
feet. The mixture plasters the forest
with a colourless moisture-retaining

not particularly hazardous, and there-

coating.

fore relatively inactive for the flying
tanker. However when it was called out

This year, explosive fire conditions
have existed in the woods. The Mars
have had their first full chance to show
what they can do, and they have put
On a most impressive show.
To August 19 they had doused 14

fires. with 185 drops adding up to
921,000 gallons, bringing their total
of water dropped on fires in six seasons to 1,860,000 gallons.
This year permanent base facilities

for the Flying Tankers are being

constructed at Sproat Lake, on Vancouver Island, where the crew who fly

and maintain the Mars and ‘Bird
Dog’ planes will be stationed on a
year-round basis.

It takes a rather special breed of air-

men to handle this exacting firefighting job. Pilots as a basic minimum

must have long experience in water
operations and mountain, flying. Over
and above an intimate knowledge of

their territory, they must have the
nerveless ability and calm judgment to

make rapid decisions when whistling

over the tree tops in smoke-filled
valleys hemmed in by rocky hills.
Engineers, who double as flight and

maintenance crews must display
ingenuity in handling emergency
repairs in a hurry.
Flight deck is above, and water tanks below, this spacious cargo deck on the Hawaii
Mars. At left is hydraulic gear for operating water compartment doors.
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All crew members must have the
temperament, during long periods of

columns actuate the water release mechanism. There is another

Flight engineers have a bewildering array of dials to keep track
of, as well as handling control of power on loading and take-

by the knobbed levers inset on the floor in the foreground.

various auxiliary power units.

Pilots have excellent visibility. Buttons atop the pilots control

set on the throttle pedestal. Water may be released manually

inactivity, to maintain interest in a
tight routine of maintenance and base

improvement, and to retain their
enthusiasm and spirit through hours of

practice necessary to polish their
precise teamwork.

A crew of only four men handles a
Mars on operational tours. The Captain, or First Pilot, who 1s responsible
for the success of the mission and the
safety of the ship, takes complete con-

trol when flying in to pick up a water

off, and making frequent inspections of water tanks and

load. He eases the aircraft down and
lowers the probes when it is planing
smoothly at precisely 70 knots. The
Second Pilot meanwhile is busy with
the flaps and trim controls in preparation for take-off. The moment loading
starts the First Engineer takes over
control of power, maintaining speed
during the critical 22 seconds of load-

ing, then boosting power for the
take-off.

The Captain will handle the water

drop, probably after flying over the
fire to confirm the first target identification and best approach information

radioed by the “Bird Dog” to the

Second Pilot. Once committed to his
run, the Captain concentrates entirely
on the approach course and altitude,
while the Second Pilot takes over the
throttles to maintain a constant 120
knots for the drop, then applies power
for a safe exit from the fire area.

The other crew member on the
flight deck is the Second Engineer,
making frequent inspections of water
tanks and other auxiliary gear when
he is not busy watching the maze of
instruments to ensure that all systems
are running green.
At headquarters the Radioman acts
as dispatcher, and alerts the base crew

to any supplies or repairs needed by
the aircraft on its return.

The tanker crews have developed
into a keen and confident combat team,

In tip-top condition despite their long service records, the Hawaii and Philippine Mars
rest quietly on Sproat Lake, in constant readiness for an emergency call.

with a warm respect and affection for
their water giants. No longer are they
troubled with the need for convincing
skeptics that they can do their job. For
the harried fire-boss there is nothing
more welcome than his radio calling
‘This is Bird Dog—how do you read
me?’’ He knows that the tankers will
arrive in minutes and that his prayer
for rain will be answered.
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was wanton and almost complete by
about the year 1900. One record shows

that the Hudson’s Bay Company
bought a total of 17,671 swan skins
between 1853 and 1877, most of them
believed to be Trumpeters.

In 1912, one of America’s leading
ornithologists, Edward Howe Forbush,
wrote:

“The Trumpeter has succumbed to
incessant persecution in all parts of its

range, and its total extinction ts now
only a matter of years.”
Estimates of the remaining numbers

at that time were as low as ‘‘a few
dozen pairs’, although it appears now
that the British Columbia population
was actually unknown. The conscience
of wildlife lovers was being awakened
and several things then happened to

give protection to the beleaguered
swans.

Trumpeter Swans in The Wildfowl Trust sanctuary in England were a gift from the
Canadian people to The Queen. (Photo by J. V. Beer).

An Act was passed to protect all
wildlife within Yellowstone National
Park; the Migratory Birds Convention

the Graceful White Swan
By BILL WARD

Editor, “Wildlife Review’
Ff

... and the graceful white swan
goes gliding along, like a maid in a

heavenly dream...”
These words from ‘Home On the
Range’ tell of a past day when indeed

wild swans were to be seen often in
western range lands. There are two

kinds of swans in North America,
Whistling swans and Trumpeters,

with the former being fairly well distributed in the interior of the continent.

Except by comparison of size, it is

extremely difficult to tell the two
swais apart. Trumpeters are usually
one third again as large as Whistleérs,
sometimes reaching as much as 30 to

35 pounds—very large birds. Whistlers, which rarely exceed 18 pounds,
sometimes have a yellow spot before
the eye, although this is by no means
an infallible identification.
Long before white men arrived in

America, Trumpeter swans were
present throughout most of the con-

The magnificent Trumpeter swans
are the rare species, and are found
mainly in British Columbia, the Red
Rock Lakes Refuge near Yellowstone
Park, and 1m scattered flocks in northern Alberta and southern Alaska.
Estimates of their present numbers
vary between 1,000 and 2,000, with
most observers believing the latter to

teeming numbers of other waterfowl.
Fossil remains have been found from
Maryland to the Mississippi Valley and
also in Florida.
It was after the white man arrived

be closer to the truth. More than 1,000
are thought to be in British Columbia,

all of its eastern range. Ruthlessly

tinent, although they never reached the

Act came into being (1916); and in

1935 some 40,000 acres of land

adjacent to Yellowstone was named the

Red Rock Lakes Refuge with Trumpeter swans being the main concern
there.

In British Columbia a policy of
secrecy and ‘“‘say nothing’ was followed until quite recent years. It was
feared that collectors and poachers
would prey upon the remaining flocks
of Trumpeters when their great value
was realized.

In flight, usually in small groups,
Trumpeter swans ate a breath-taking
sight. The flight pattern is a straight
line, rarely a ““V"’ formation.

They are true birds of the wilderness, wild and exceedingly wary. Their

thrashing wings can drive off most
natural predators and can give a man a
terrific beating if he ventures too close.

Hearing and sight are amazingly
keen. Information concerning their
longevity is sketchy and: is largely
surmise, but a Trumpeter swan in

hunted for both its flesh and its

captivity 1s known to have lived 3814
years. Swans are said to mate for life,
although pairs do not seem to be firmly
coupled until after. three or four seasons have passed. The cob (male) and

throughout the remote coastal lakes

plumage—especially the breast feathers

—the lovely Trumpeter’s destruction

pen (female) share nest-building

and waterways of the northwest.

that the Trumpeter’s distinctively
resonant voice was stilled throughout

duties and no other swans are tolerated

Trumpeter Swans in the Atnarko River near the head of Lonesome Lake, B.C., gathered to pick up grain fed to them by the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Edwards, Trudy Turner, who took this photograph. As many as 280 Trumpeters were counted at one time
ot Lonesome Loke last winter.

nearby during this period. The pen

charges. The labour of love which

truly produce nature's finest music that

incubates the eggs which average a
little over five to a clutch. Nests are

began for Ralph Edwards and his wife
back in the 1930's is now an important
part of a comprehensive programme

reaching trumpet calls heard at night
across a distant lake will stir the most

built on any shoreline, in reedy
marshes and sometimes on small islets

Or even muskrat houses or beaver

to preserve the majestic Trumpeter

swan for all time. It was from the

lodges. It takes from 33 to 37 days for
the eggs to hatch, which ts usually at
the end of June in British Columbia,
and the young birds are able to fly in
about a hundred days. Both immature
and mature birds undergo an annual

Lonesome Lake flock that five birds
were live-trapped in 1952 and flown
to England as a special gift to Queen
Elizabeth from the Canadian people.
They are now on view at the unique
Wildfowl Trust Sanctuary along the

moult in summer during which time
they are unable to take to the ait.

River Severn near Slimbridge in

The Trumpeter swans which make
their homes on Lonesome Lake, near

Bella Coola, are the most famous of
their species in the province. Ralph

and Mrs. Edwards, with daughter

Trudy, have made the swans in this
remote district their friends for many
years. During bad winters the Canadian Wildlife Service air-drops barley
and other feed to the Edwards family,

who distribute it to their special

(Sloucestershire.

Since the very earliest times swans

have been associated with sadness and

beauty. Their graceful forms moving
effortlessly upon the surface of a lake
create a lovely picture, while the sight
of these great birds in filght—espectally the beautiful Trumpeter—cannot
be viewed without a deep sense of

wonder and humility. And in their

own habitat, the desolate and remote
fastnesses, the great Trumpeter can

fills the ‘‘silences of God’’. The farunemotional heart.

But the sadness ? Down through the
ages men have always brooded upon

“The Lament of the Dying Swan’ as
being the utmost in desolation. Is there

such a lament? On the whole, most
ornithologists believe the so-called
“Swan-Song’’ belongs in mythology.
Perhaps so, although it is sometimes
good to keep such harmless, yet beau-

tiful myths alive.

But better still its to learn with a
thrill that, through one of the most
important conservation efforts of the
century, it is now possible to hear the

blood-tingling call of the Trumpeter
swan in life—and not in the death of
a species, which would truly have
been an enormous tragedy which we

could have lamented for the rest of
time.
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and sustained yield logging, planned
to provide year-round work, with the
promise of permanency accelerating
the trend of camps turning into small
communities. But many logging opera-

tions were still relatively remote and

poorly served with transportation.
Creature comforts came high, so while

much of the housing built was ade-

quate for country living, it would

never get written up in ‘House
Beautiful’’.

With the growth of population,
good roads began creeping through the
forests. Many areas were opened up by

linking and surfacing former logging

roads. More and more _ logging
The new Kelsey Bay residential community will eventually accommodate 230 families.

employees have been able to settle in

City - Style Living

In many MacMillan, Bloedel and
Powell River logging divisions no

In Logging Camps
Planned residential communities
are under way in three Company woods operations

established communities and reach
their work by highway transportation.

residential accommodation is needed
today.

In three areas, however, where avail-

able community facilities are sketchy,
modern amenities are being created—
in considerable style.

At Kelsey Bay, on the east coast of
northern Vancouver Island, the Com-

pany has planned a complete new
Picture windows! Carports! Com-

because readily-accessible timber ran

munity centres and playgrounds! The
old-timers who pioneered logging on
the British Columbia coast would snort

out. There was an air of imperman-

with astonishment if they could see
what's going on in the woods today.
But secretly they would regret their

ence about many of the logging operations. Living quarters were frequently
flung together from materials at hand

—poles and cedar shakes cut from
the bush.

They took a pride in being rugged,

While an aura of romance ‘surrounded the antics of these hardy

those first-Comers who hewed down the

individualists, their. type of living was

fringes of the forest with their hand

too elemental to be widely popular,

tools. Legendary feats of strength and
endurance were their folk lore. Adven-.
turesome types, most of them, seldom
bothering much with family ties, they
spurned the soft city ways. They were

and was swept away with changes in
logging methods. Increased mechanization enabled operators to take out

rough luck at being born too soon.

content to tough it out for a few

months under primitive conditions in
isolated camps until they could build
up a ‘stake’. Then they would blow
their roll in a few days of lusty frolicking on the big-city ‘“skidroad’’. A rest-

timber from greater distances, and
remain in the same location § for
greater periods of time. The use of
machines required new skills, and
these were supplied by less colourful
but more responsible employees, who
appreciated a more settled mode of
living. So camps with conveniences

less clan, they didn’t stay in once place

were built, and in many of them,

very long. Camps were frequently
shutting down, either because of
weather, lack of market for logs, or

housing was provided for married men.

DIGESTER

With changes in forms of forest

tenure and taxes came reforestation

residential suburb to accommodate 230

homesites and approximately 1,000
people. Space has been set aside for
churches, schools, parks and a commercial centre. The whole community
has been designed in consultation with
a professional town planner to provide
the full conveniences of modern living.

As a start, 20 pilot homes are being
constructed by the Company, of which
ten have been completed. These are

being sold to employees at prices
which reflect the savings achieved by

contracting for the units as a single

project. Financing is arranged over 25
years. The three-bedroom homes are

in a variety of styles and floor plans,
with carports, hardwood floors, and

fully up-to-date city-style appointments. Vacant lots are offered at
development cost to employees who

prefer to contract for their own
dwellings, as some of them are doing.

To stimulate development of the
community, those who purchase homes

or commence to build in the early

stages of the project are being given
a substantial purchase assistance grant

by the Company.

The new community will not be a
“company town’. Lots will be available to interested purchasers who are

not employees. Approval is being
sought to incorporate the area as a
village, and once it is firmly established, local government will be in
the hands of elected representatives of
the taxpayers.

About 75 miles northwest of Kelsey
Bay, at Port Hardy, the Company has
opened up a 46-lot residential suburb
of the established community, and the

first fifteen houses are now nearing

There were no comforts of home in this 1885 cookhouse-bunkhouse, where meals were

prepared over a sandbox bonfire under a hole in the roof.

completion.

Most remote of the Company s
logging operations is at Juskatla, in
the Queen Charlotte Islands some 500

miles northwest of Vancouver. Ihe
Company has developed, in the neighboring settlement of Port Clements, 26

building sites of an ultimate 73-lot
subdivision, and arrangements are
under way to assist employees to over-

come the relatively high cost of build-

ing modern homes in this sparselypopulated area which is lacking in
construction facilities.

Life around the logging camps has
always had its compensations. If some
of the amenities of city life have been

missing, so have the nerve-straining
frustrations, traffic, bustle and noise. In

the tight little communities, people

learn to share their neighbors

pleasures, troubles and company. They
also take advantage of the recreational
riches opened up with the forest areas.

Hunting, fishing, boating, camping—
these are a way of life rather than an
expensive hobby for the logger. Throw

in the ease-of-living comforts of sub-

urbia, in natural surroundings of

scenic splendor, and to use one of his
own picturesque expressions, “he's got

it made’.

This compact woods camp on a B.C.
railroad logging show was fairly typical
of the accommodation 20 years ago.
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Few conveniences were available to help the logger with his weekly housework when
this Vancouver Island camp was photographed in 1902.

LIFE WITH PAPA’
Pacific weather ships perform a vital
service “cruising to nowhere”
tennis, darts and card tournaments. A

Most of the weather in these parts,
good Or bad, is embedded in the great
westerly windstream which circles the
northern hemisphere. About 800 miles

good-sized library is changed each
trip. Officers give lectures and many

Twice a day a large balloon is filled
with hydrogen and released. Attached
to it is a radio transmitter which sends

men take correspondence courses. Fish-

pressure, temperature and humidity
every 2,000 feet up to 100,000 feet at

coast and nicely in the path of these

ing 1s popular with the sportsmen as
well as the cooks.
Duties which never lack volunteers

northwest of the British Columbia
westerlies, is the spot where Canada's
Pacific weather station is situated. It’s

called PAPA—the international designation for P—and is manned by two

weatherships which take turns at a

49-day patrol. CCGS—Canadian Coast
Guard S hi ps — Stonetown and St.

Catharine's beat is a 210 mile square
of heaving ocean. “They've picked the

place with the worst weather,’ says
Captain John L. Linggard, master of
the Stonetown, but in all fairness he
adds: “‘that also happens to be the best

place from which to send data on the
weather.

Life on the two ex-RCN frigates

which have been converted into

weatherships 1s like on no other seagoing vessel. They never go anywhere

except to and from their station ‘‘in
the middle of nowhere’, at seven week

are those connected with oceanographic
research. Water temperatures are taken

at varying depths, the salinity of the

tion to these high level data, the
All this information is interpreted,

disaster at sea. The crew are kept
trained and alert with periodic exercises at rescuing survivors from ships
and downed planes, laying dye-marked

or illuminated ditching paths for lost

aircraft and other operations. The
powerful radio carried is always available for transmission of urgent messages from ships and aircraft.
But all this is secondary to the main
reason for the ships’ existence—sending weather reports at regular intervals.
Only twice in the 12 years of PAPA’s

and it nearly always is, they steam up

that the captain refused to allow anybody on deck. This remarkable record

Each ship’s complement is 57 men,

including 14 radiomen and meteor-

ological officers. Time could hang

calculated. The instruments are cheaply
packaged and are disposable. In addi-

currents determined and samples of
plankton collected. The weatherships
also act as rescue vessels im case of

existence have these transmussions not

best take the thunderous waves.

tracking a radar target carried by the
balloon, wind direction and speed are

ocean checked, swell patterns studied,

intervals. In good weather the ships
simply sit or drift. When it’s rough,

and down whichever way they can

which point the balloon bursts. By

been made. Both times it was so rough

of service is fortunate, for station

PAPA ts crucial to global weather forecasting. While there are innumerable

heavily on their hands tf attention was
not given to their special needs. Leisure
hours are filled with work in the hobby

ground and high level observation
posts on the North American landmass and stations in the Atlantic,
PAPA’s nearest professional neigh-

shop which is equipped with power
tools. There are movies, and _ table

bour is station NAN halfway between
San Francisco and Hawaii.

meteorological officers take many other
observations at three-hourly intervals.

coded and radioed to the DOT
(Department of Transport) office at
the Vancouver airport where it is put
on tape and immediately sent out on
two separate circuits. One connects
with a global circuit where it speeds
around the hemisphere at 800 words
per minute. The second links Provin-

cial, Marine and Aviation weather
stations with the British Columbia
Weather Office where all forecasts for

this part of Canada are prepared. In
the local weather ofhce these observa-

tions are plotted on charts in graphic

form along with reports from many
other sources such as merchant ships,

tele-communications posts and other
DOT personnel. There are also many
part-time observers in out-of-the-way
places.

All observations are put together
twice daily on a hemispheric weather
chart which, in Canada, is prepared by
the Central Analysts Office at Montreal.
They also travel along the high speed
communications system connecting
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Te. Hawa
Converted RCN frigates ‘’St. Catharines’ and ‘’Stonetown’’ have provided continuous
service since Station Papa was established in 1950.

Snips at Papa and Nan keep fonely vigils

Logging Dzvision weather stations
which play an important role in the

as far away as 200 nautical miles.
They will even carry a_ helicopter.
Extra conveniences for the crews

Washington, Moscow, New Delhi and

Tokyo. These continental collection
points re-distribute the information

to all nations in their area. The whole

vast network is part of the World
Meteorological Organization, a body

which, like the weather, knows no
international barriers. |

analysis of fire hazard conditions.
Space satellites, such as the Cana-

dian-made Alouette, will in time

become another arm of the weather
service.

By next year two brand new

“in the middle of nowhere’’.

include a gymnasium and a darkroom
for shutterbugs.

But until these aristocrats are com-

missioned, teports from the Stone-

town and St. Catharines continue to be

Of course weather forecasts heard
over the radio or published in news-

weatherships will man PAPA, All
kinds of innovations are being incor-

equally important to Canadian farmers,
Norwegian fishermen or African pilots.

papers are not strict translations of the
reports received at the Weather Of ce.

porated into these ships such as a

What PAPA says ts listened to right

In any given situation the course of

powerful new radar able to spot storms

around the world.

atmospheric behavior can follow many
paths. Meteorologists therefore have
to make an educated guess as to which
general path will be followed and what
it will mean in terms of rain, sunshine,

temperature, wind and cloud. To this
pattern they must add “‘local effects’.

This ‘“‘micro-weather’ can vary tremendously. Take rainfall for instance.
The average rainfall at Vancouver Airport 1s about 42 inches per year, while

Seymour Falls in the North Shore
mountains, only 10 miles away, gets
150 inches.

A relatively new service offered by
the Vancouver weather office ts the
logging forecast. This ts a pilot unit
of one meteorologist and two assistants
who produce specialized weather

reports for the forest industry. Mac-

Millan, Bloedel and Powell River

provides information from _ selected
areas for this service from Company

New 404-foot, 18-knot ships ““Vancouver’ and ‘’Quadra’’ will take over weather,

oceanographic and search and rescue duties in 1966 and 1967 respectively.

D. L. MecLauchlilin

3}. B. Pointon

P MA. Ketchen

Woodbpulilp Sales Organizations

Formed in U.S.A. and U.K. Markets
On January 1, 1966, the Company
will serve directly, woodpulp markets
in the United States and the United
Kingdom through its own sales companies with headquarters in New York
and London.

will be managed by D. L. McLauchlin,

sions. Managing Director is jf. B.

formerly Manager of the Pulp Sales
Division at Head Office.

Pointon. Manager of Pulp Sales 1s

A new company — MB&PR Sales
Inc. — has been formed, with offices

Sales Limited — was established last
year to market Kraft paper and board

will continue to serve the Company in
other markets in which they presently

products from the Company's Divi-

act as agents.

at 330 Madison Ave., New York. It

The United Kingdom organization—

a wholly-owned subsidiary named
MacMillan Bloedel Pulp and Paper

P. M. Ketchen, formerly the Assistant
Manager of Pulp Sales in Vancouver,
B.C.

The Price & Pierce organization

Dr. L. A. Cox Appointed Director of
In early July, Dr. Lionel A. Cox

Ph.D. (cam laude) from McGill Uni-

joined MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell
River as Director of Research.

versity in 1946, while a student of the
Pulp and Paper Research Institute of
Canada. He also has teaching expert-

Prior to his appointment with the
Company, Dr. Cox was Vice-President
and Director of Research and Engineering for Personal Products Company, a
division of Johnson & Johnson in Milltown, New Jersey. Before that he held

‘a similar position with Johnson &
Johnson Ltd. (Canada) in Montreal.

ence at the Untversity School in
Victoria and in the chemistry depart-

ment at the University of British
Columbia. For seven years he was a

research chemist for the American

Viscose Corporation in Pennsylvania.
Dr. Cox ts a Fellow of the American

In New Jersey he was responsible for
the administration and development of
a technical programme in the fields of
pulp and tissue paper products, and
quality and process control.

Association for the Advancement of
Science and is a member of many
technical and professional organiza-

Born in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Dr.
Cox took his B.A. and M.A. degrees

Board Makers Association, and the

in Chemistry at the University of
British Columbia. He received his

tions, including the Canadian Pulp and
Paper Association, the British Paper &

American Chemical Society (Division

of Cellulose, Wood and “Fibre
Chemistry ).
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teachers and in this respect SFU 1s off

to a good start. Instead of “‘raiding”’

other universities as has become cus-

tomary these days, SFU was in the
happy position of being able to pick
and choose most carefully from num-

erous applicants. For instance, 450
fully qualified people applied for 16
positions in the English Department,
274 for eight vacancies in History and

290 for four openings in the Depart-

ment of Economics and Commerce.

There are several reasons for this
‘‘abundance of riches’’. First, no doubt,
there is the challenge of a completely
new venture. The system of three 16week semesters making up the academic

year instead of the old agricultural
cycle of fall and spring for study and
summer for farming ts attractive. Since
each professor is only required to teach

two semesters each year, there is a
wider choice of time for research or
travel.

British Columbia’s New

“instant”? University
Enrolis 2,200 Students
Careful planning has created a
major establishment in two years
By RENATE WILSON

Few pieces of legislation passed in
the British Columbia provincial parliament have been acted upon as quickly
as the New Universities Act of March

1963. The command “let there be a
new university’ was a heady one. So
quickly was a Chancellor appointed, a
President found, an architectural competition set and judged, a site donated
and the first buildings up, that Simon
Fraser University has been nicknamed

the “Instant University’.
Most universities have been growing

for decades, many for centuries. The

idea of one being created within a
couple of years is looked upon with
some scepticism by most academics—

except those who have a hand in
Simon Fraser.

Edwin Turner of the Department of
DIiGESIER

English, who spent last summer as
President Patrick McTaggart-Cowan’s
assistant, has this to say: “The differ-

between us and universities
which have grown slowly can be
eCnce

expressed in one word: planning. We
have an enrolment of 2,200 students
now; within a few years we expect to
have 18,000. Already we know where
each student will sit and where he'll

park his car.’ The same careful foresight has gone into every detail of the
university from the use of the natural
slope of the mountain-site for lecture
halls and amphitheatres to the type of
academic gowns for graduation cere-

Experimentation with teaching
methods is also a drawing card. SFU
is trying out a system of giving lectures

to very large classes—up to 500
students—supplemented by a variety of
audio-visual aids such as radio-micro-

phones, back-projectors and _ closed-

circuit television. Tapes of these
lectures will be available in the library

for those whove missed them. It is
felt that in this way first-rate teachers
can be heard by the largest number.
Lecturers can afford to prepare their
material in great depth and detail. In
addition the professors are required to
hold seminars and discussion groups

although many of these are being
given by tutors who are graduate
students or part-time lecturers including qualified housewives.
The professors have been recruited
from more than a dozen countries and
include 33 from Canada, 50 from the

United States, and 29 from Britain.
This happy mixture should strengthen

the ideal of academic freedom so
jealously guarded by most good
universities.

monies (they'll be of synthetic material
arid much cheaper than those currently

Students are studying somewhat
differently too than in other universities: For one thing, there are two

used ).

extra categories besides high school

A university is only as good as its

graduates. One is composed of brilliant

Buildings constructed to date on the magnificent mountain-top site include, from left: faculty residence, gymnasium, transportation centre, library and administration building (across mall from the theatre), academic quadrangle, and (in foreground), the
science complex.

or exceptional students who can attend

government which any bona fide

physics and is not at the moment

SFU before completing high school.

student can get. The B.C. Government
has a student loan scheme and there
are quite a number of bursaries, grants

getting into nuclear or other fields.

The first of these to qualify was
Eleanor Wellwood, who skipped grade

12. Daughter of Dr. R. W. Wellwood
of the Forestry Department at UBC,
Eleanor is a ‘‘straight-A’’ student who

is considered to be quite ready for
university. Another group are the
mature students who are over 25, have

not completed high school but can
show a desire and some proof—corres-

pondence or evening courses — of
wanting to continue their education.

The tri-semester system makes it
possible for a student to get a degree
in less than three years or in four, five
Or even six depending on whether he

chooses to study right through the
year or take One or two terms a year
only. Another innovation is the absence

of compulsory subjects and the deemphasis on examinations.

and scholarships for which students
can apply. Dr. McTaggart-Cowan has
also stated flatly: “If you have money
trouble, come and see us.”

To describe SFU’s setting one is
obliged to use superlatives; unusual
and spectacular are no exaggeration.
The 1,200 acre site ts on a mountain-

top. The full-circle view takes in
cities, mountains, inlets, islands, rivers

and ocean. A number of architects

The fear that there might be rivalry
between the four B.C. universities—

have co-operated to produce a campus

University of British Columbia, also
in the Vancouver area, University of
Victoria, Notre Dame at Nelson and

design, building materials and

SFU-—has been allayed by a‘policy of
avoiding overlapping of subjects taught,
except where there is a definite demand
for trained people, such as teachers.
(We can use every graduate teacher

from all four universities for many
years to come). Medicine, Law and
Engineering are not being taught at
SFU since UBC can handle all students

The matter of fees always looms

in these faculties. The same principle
holds good in individual departments.

large. There is, however, the fiat

For instance the Physics Department at

$1,000-a-year loan from the federal

SFU 1s specializing in solid state

which combines the last word in

methods. The overall appearance is
Spacious, clean-cut and _ eminently
functional.
The fact that SFU sprang from an

idea to an operating institution in
slightly over two years has earned its
present tag of “Instant University’’. It
will be interesting to hear what name

will be given to it by this first crop
of students, eager to help with the
many interesting and experimental
theories that this new seat of learning
can try out, because it isn’t bound by
time-honoured traditions.
DIGESTER

in Easton, Pennsylvania. A solid black
area is printed on each test sheet. To
accentuate the effect of paper characteristics, the amount of ink used 1s only

one-quarter that used in commercial
printing. The printing plate is weighed
on an analytical balance after inking
but before printing, to ensure that there
This apparatus tests the formation of a newsprint sample which is placed around a
drum in the box in the right foreground and scanned by photo-electric cell. Each short
section of the chart tracing shows the extent of irregularities of one given size.

is a standard weight of ink on the

plate. It is weighed again immediately

after printing, and the loss in weight
is the amount of ink transferred to the

Newsprint Gets a
Constant “Check-Up”’
Printing qualities are evaluated
in a-specially-equipped laboratory
duced, and evaluating the results of

River papermakers have developed a
high degree of proficiency based on
53 years of experience in manufacturing newsprint. However the merits of
the product do not rest on their abilities alone. Their skill and knowledge
are backed up by constant scientific

changes made, on the paper machines

appraisal.

sample, is to print it on the Vandercook

Company maintains, as part of its Cen-

tral Technical and Research Division,
a fully-equipped laboratory for measuring the printing properties of newsprint. The full time of one experienced
cherrfst and three to five technicians is
employed in keeping a constant watch
on the quality of newsprint being proDIiGES FF ER

are printed on separate sheets.

Light reflectance measurements are

made on the printed surface, on the
reverse side of the sheet opposite the
printed surface, and on an unprinted
area. From these three measurements,

values for printability and showthrough are calculated.

The printability figure thus obtained
is related to the average blackness of

MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell

The Pulp and Paper Group of the

paper. Top and wire sides of the pape

or in the pulps used, in the neverending effort to turn out better paper.
Samples from each newsprint machine in the Company's Powell River
and Port Alberni Mills are tested reg-

ularly. The first step in evaluating a
press. This machine is basically the
Vandercook proof press with which
many of our readers are familiar, but
both equipment and operating technique have been modified to ensure
highly reproducible results. The test

the printed area, and does not measure

its uniformity. This is measured on a

Q.N.S.M. Formation Tester with a
special attachment to permit studying
printed surfaces by reflected light. The
sample sheet is wrapped around the
inside of a transparent cylindrical drum

with the printed side facing out in
contact with the drum. A photo-electric

cell ‘‘looks’’ through a small opening
at the brightly-lit printed surface, and
travels the length of the sample while
the drum and sample rotate. As the

procedure is essentially the same as that
used by the American Newspaper Pub-

sample is scanned in this way, the signal from the photo-electric cell is converted electronically to a figure which
indicates the extent of irregularities of

lishers Association Research Institute

one definite size and spacing. Each -

Developed in Canada by the Pulp and Paper [nstitute, this machine spins o circular sample of paper like a phonograph record, scans

it in a spiral pattern with a “‘needle”’ of light, and records the number of dirt specks.

sample 1s scanned eighty-four times to
measure all sizes of irregularities. The
same procedure is used in showing the

uniformity of fibre distribution in the
unprinted sheet, except that the sample

is now illuminated from inside the

drum, and the light passes through to
the photo-electric cell outside.

To complete the evaluation, a wide

variety of additional tests is carried
out on the unprinted sheet. These include basic tests like weight and caliper, optical tests including brightness,
Opacity, and scattering power, measurements of strength such as bursting
and tearing resistance, and determinations of surface and structural characteristics such as smoothness, hardness

and porosity.

The results from this testing program are continually fed back to the
mills to assist their continuing efforts
to improve quality standards.

This beta meter passes radioactive rays

through a sample sheet of newsprint,
providing continuous measurement of
basis weight.
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Display of Logging Skills
Makes an Exciting Spectacle
Loggers’ Sports Days have become
crowd-pleasing community events

Ever since the forest industry began,

working loggers have been matching

the skill, knowledge and agility by
which they earn their livelihood in
impromptu contests. Until recent times,

few outsiders were privileged to wit-

ness these unrehearsed trials. But

Eddie Antosh (left) and Doug Neil demonstrate the art of hand falling.

of Howe Sound some 45 miles from
Vancouver, B.C., 1s only a small village. But everybody in the community

pitches in to make their annual
Loggers Sports a rousing day of celebration, and their eighth annual show

sections from a log with a musclepowered crosscut saw. Even the ladies
get into the act in this event, with twowoman teams slicing through 20-inch
logs in a smooth display of purposeful
rhythm.

held on August 7 this year drew an

Some of the contests never did

during the past decade, Loggers’ Sports

attendance of 8,000 delighted visitors.

Days have become organized compe-

_ have much practical application in the

Some of the events they saw are
actual demonstrations of prowess in

woods, such as axe throwing, but it

titions, drawing contestants from a
wide area and attracting crowds of
spectators who are fascinated. with the
unusual events.

Squamish, the headquarters of one

of MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell
River's logging divisions, at the head

everyday occupations, such as precision

makes for an exciting display of accuracy as the double-bitted axes are hurled

endeavor to drop the trunk accurately

from 20 feet at a target made from a
small round from a tree.

enough to drive a fixed peg into the
ground. Or the chokerman’s race,

so proficient at their specialties that

falling, where power saw operators

where contestants carrying a heavy
piece of cable called a “choker’’ leap
over three logs, secure a noose around
another designated log, and race back

Some of the contestants have become

their performances are sensational, and

they have earned a widespread reputation for their showmanship.
In log birling, as an instance, where

to the starttng point. Or the “Molly

two opponents twirl and manipulate

ticular type of handy hitch in the

with furious footwork a floating section
of log 15 feet long and from 12 inches
to 16 inches in diameter in a frenzied

shortest possible time.

series of spins and jerks until one its

Hogan” race, where the entrants vie
to roll strands of cable into this par-

Some of the events keep alive skills

dislodged, and gets an unwanted bath.

that are passing from the scene with
the increase in mechanization. Log
chopping, for example, or “bucking”

The Wickheim brothers, Jube and

Left: Ardy Wickheim steadies the log;

pymnasics, standing on chairs perched
on small fioating logs, and doing back

brother Jube does tricky head stand.
DIiGES TER

Ardy, of Sooke on Vancouver Island
are champions at this pastime. They
are not only consistent winners, but
they top their competitive efforts with
a fascinating exhibition of balancing

Loggers today aren't often called on to splice eyes in cable, but these contestants show

Alan Woodrow took only 19.4 seconds
to chop through a 14-inch log.

was on hand to put on one of his
spine-tingling exhibitions, during
which he stands on his head, and

the excitement and admiration stirred

dances the “twist’’ with the tiny top of

with a demonstration of acrobatic

row springboards notched into the

the spar as his platform. As a climax he

trunk, making huge chips fly as they

birling by a Japanese team of Hitoshi

tosses his hat in the air, and hurtling

hew precise undercuts with their

Adachi, Takaai Nakajima and Tsu-

down the tree in long leaps, beats it to

double-bitted falling axes, just as they

the ground.

did for a daily living before chain

that it isn’t a forgotten skill.

flips over the chairs without losing
their perch on the tippy tree trunk.
The show this year took on an outof - the - ordinary international flavour

tomu Ito, who birled on a square
timber, wearing wooden sandals with
heels instead of caulked boots, and
carrying parasols on which they spun

balls while whirling the water-borne
beam at dizzying speeds.

The daring high climbing events
always hold the crowd spellbound. For
the Squamish show local loggers had
erected twin 130-foot spar trees. The

The Squamish Loggers’ Sports Day

is a crowd-pleasing show, with the
whole community taking time off to
honour the industry which provides
most of tts livelihood, and the member
firms in the industry contributing man-

power, equipment and trees. Local
merchants and business men, who close

winner of the speed event, D. Car-

up shop for the afternoon, donate
trophies and their services. Local

penter, armed with climbing spurs and
a safety rope encircling the spar to be

organizations such as service clubs help
stage the event, along with the opening

thrown in long loops ahead of him,
raced up the towering trunk in 35.5
seconds, an outstanding display of
skill and strength.

parade and the street dance and carnival which round off the day.

The obstacle race, where the contest-

competitions, the success of the shows

ants have to climb the tree, rope a
shackle, bring it into the tree, secure
it, and then descend to the ground,
was won by Hap Johnson, a veteran
contender at Albany, Oregon, who is
a grandfather.

The retired world champion tree
climber, Danny Sailor of Surrey, B.C.,

While the flair of the headliners
makes memorable occasions of these

depends on the enthusiasm of the
working loggers, and the pride they
take. in maintaining the traditions of
their craft. Machines are outmoding
the hand tools of the trade, and the
monstrous contraptions in the Squam-

ish parade may insptre wonder and
curiosity. But they will never generate
rIiGES TER

by the sight of muscular and expert
teams of fallers, perched high on nar-

saws, requiring a new set of skills,
took some of the bull work out of the
business.

Below: Eleanor Binning with her teammate placed second in the ladies’ bucking contest, helped by Ivor Hurst with
the oil bottle, and closely watched by
timer Harold Halvorson.

of Victoria, B.C. —~ father Frank and

sons Bob and Richard, have been
working for 15 years.

Operating under the firm name

‘Pearce Log Recoveries they
reclaimed logs at first by the use of
deep-sea diving gear, which was sup-

planted by Scuba apparatus as_ this
became available. But their experience

underlined the need for a more efhcient method, and they worked out an
ingenious “‘rig’’ which would recover
the logs without the necessity of diving.

Supported on two many-compartmented steel pontoons, the self-propelled apparatus is 50 feet long and 28
feet wide, and is capable of lifting the

largest sunken logs from depths of
over 400 feet. The key to the success
of the operation ts the unique type of
tongs they devised with which the logs
are grappled and lifted to the surface.
Conventional tongs on a monorail are
used to haul the salvaged logs atop a

raft or ‘tray’ which is temporarily
secured in the middle of the machine.

With this unusual vessel sunken logs can be salvaged from great depths of water
without the use of divers.

They are kept awash until sufficient
trays have been filled to be taken to
the mill for unloading. Ten trays can
hold upwards of 400 “sinkers’.
Since they began operations in 1949

the Pearce family have reclaimed 52

million board feet of timber. Their

of “Sunken Treasure’”’
The Pearce family have made a career
of recovering logs from the ocean floor

new technique will increase their scope

substantially. They can now retrieve
upwards of 300 logs a day, depending
on the size and concentration.

MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell
River have given support and encouragement to the Pearces, who recovered

21,000 logs in a recent 12-month

period from the Company's booming

The search for sunken treasure ships

obligingly buoyant, and make the long

and pirate hoards has always had a
strong appeal for the adventuresome

operations in the Alberni area.

sistently rewarding is the serious
business of snatching from Davy

journey without misadventure. But a
small percentage are “‘sinkers’. They
become waterlogged and drop to the
bottom of the booming ground. In salt
water, they must be recovered quickly,
before they are infested with teredos,

Jones’ locker some of the less precious

the marine boring worms which can
soon impair or destroy the usefulness
of the wood.

tial in salvaging logs from many rivers
and lakes used as booming grounds in
addition to sait water areas.

but it’s a chancey way to make a living.
Less exciting, but more useful and con-

but more abundant valuables to be
found there. Logs, for example.
Each year along the British Columbia

coast billions of board feet of logs are
water-borne from log dumps to sorting
grounds, and thence to log ponds at
converting plants. Most of the logs are
DIGESTER

These logs are too costly and useful

to be left at the bottom of the ‘‘salt

chuck’. But salvaging them econom1cally 1s a vexing problem, towards the

solution of which the Pearce family

The Pearces don’t expect to strike it

rich from their treasure hunting,
although there 1s a considerable poten-

They have been rewarded by the

satisfaction of using their initiative
and inventive talent to develop a high

degree of skill in performing an

unusual service towards conservation

and full utilization of the forest
TESOou%rce.

The Town Holf and Square, Llanelly,
Carms, South Wales.

The Digester Gets Around
Much-travelled copies used as
teaching aids in Welsh classroom
“I wonder what the MacMillan,
Bloedel and Powell River people

would say if they knew their
“Digester” was being used as a

medium of teaching some children

in Wales your. Canadian history,
geography and way of living?”

Being a canny Scot, James was not
about to throw away anything as valu-

able as the ‘Digester’. After he was
through with the copies he sent them
to a third brother, John, who lives in
Llanelly, Carms, South Wales.

read in many countries around the

John handed them on to his granddaughter, Miss Ann Johns, who took
them to her school. Ann reports that
she read them with great interest at
first because they described a way of

world, and we have been pleased that

life very different from that of her

This excerpt from an overseas letter

forwarded to us recently stirred our

curiosity. While the “Digester” ts
a number of educational institutions
have requested copies of the magazine

suggest an educational exchange to

included a close study of the geography

admission examinations. Her course

of North America and of economic
commodities including timber. Accord-

ing firm which prints the ‘Digester’,

ing to Ann, she found in _ the

used to take home a spare copy to read
at his leisure. Some years ago he was

and up-to-date information on the

his brother James, who lives in Troon,
Ayrshire, Scotland, and who asked him

to pass along the copies of ‘Digester’
after he had read them.

We're more than happy that this

them to very practical use, when she

interesting travelogue.

visited at his Victoria, B.C. home by

which shows what you can do when
you read ‘Digester’.
family found the publication interest-

was preparing for her university

it seems that William Inglis, a

in her first term at Swansea University,

home town, which 1s based on the
iron and steel industry. Later she put

for their libraries, there is no school
in Wales on our mailing list. A mocerate amount of sleuthing turned up an

semi-retired employee of the publish-

Miss Ann Johns.

“Digester” much detailed, technical

ing and helpful. We are going to
Ann Johns. We shall continue to

provide articles on the forest tndustry,
and she can teach us to pronounce the
concocted name of the Welsh village—

“LLANFAIRIWLLGW YNGYLL-

GGOGER YCHW Y RNDROBW LL LLAN TY SILIQOGOQGOGOCH’’.

This name, mercifully shortened to

forest products industry to supplement
her text books.

the first twenty letters in the official
version, means, we understand, ‘St.

Ann, now nineteen years old, not

Mary’s Church in a hollow by the

only passed the stiff university entrance
examinations, she passed with honours

white hazel close to the rapid whirlpool by the red cave of St. Tysilio”’.
|TaAE
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The six-machine plant of Koninklijke Nederlandsche Papierfabriek at Maastricht, employing over 2,000 people, is one of the most
modern paper mills in Europe.

interest Acquired in
Dutch Fine Paper Firm
On October 4, 1965, The Honourable J. V. Clyne, Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of MacMillan, Bloe-

ating: six paper machines and employ-

del and Powell River Limited, an-

about 110,000 tons annually of coated

workshops, water wells, shipping
docks, railway sidings, steam plant and
generating station.

papers, writing and printing grades,
white and coloured bond, and thin

tion for serving neighboring ECM

nounced that the Company had negotiated the purchase of a $15,000,000

interest in a leading manufacturer of
fine paper in Holland — Koninklijke
Nederlandsche Papierfabriek (Royal
Dutch Paper Mills).
KINP ts a long-established producer

of quality printing and specialty papers which has developed a prominent
position in Western Europe. It was in-

corporated in 1875 after purchasing
the assets of Lhoest, Lammers and Cie,

which was founded in 1850.
The Dutch firm has one of the most
modern plants on the continent, oper-

ing over 2,000 people in turning out

The mill occupies a strategic loca-

sheets such as carbon and cigarette pa-

countries. On the river Maas at Maastricht, 125 miles inland, it has access

four per cent of production is sold on

to excellent port and transportation
facilities at Rotterdam, Amsterdam
and Antwerp via the Maas and the

per and Bible-printing stock. Fifty-

the domestic market, with the re-

mainder being exported principally to
countries in the European Common
Market.

Since 1954 almost $40 million has
been spent on buildings, machinery
and modernization. The newest paper
machine, a 184-inch Beloit, with a capacity of 55,000 tons annually, was

Albert Canal.

KNP has been a purchaser of Mac-

Mullan, Bloedel and Powell River

started up in 1963. Apart from the

pulp, and is expected to become an
increasingly important customer for
this raw material. The Company’s investment will enable it to expand its
present facilities, which are operating

production plant the firm has its own

to capacity.

Ocean-Going Tug and
Newsprint Barge Launched

the tug slid down the ways at Halifax
shipyards, into the afters of the Neva
Scotia harbour. During the launching
ceremony, she was christened “Haida

hically to be used for Powell River-

‘The FElaidas are native Indians ef the
Oueen Charlotie Islands, off the nerth-

In late September, 1964, tenders
were called by Kingcome Navigation
Limited, the marine division of MacMillan, Blocdel and Powcll River Limted, for the construction of two huge
steel barges, and a powerful deepsea

tug to tow them. Contracts for the
vessels, totalling $3,750,000, Were
awarded m December, 1964,

Vhe equipment was designed spect

Albernt Sales: Limited in transporting
newsprint from British Columbia ports

to San Francisco and Long Beach,
California, a distance of approximately
1.200 nautical miles. The service wll
be unique im that newsprint cargocs,

as yet, have never been carned by
barge on such a long Ocean Voyage.

On October 26, 1965, the hull of

Brave’ by Mrs. F. A. Farrow, wife of
the manager of MacMillan, Bloedel
and Powell River (Quebec) Limited.
ern coast of British Columbia. At ene
ume their mtreprd forays um war ¢anoes, carved from loys, tcrrorized and

decimated tribes the length of the
Pacific northwest coast. Peaceful leg-

pers and fishermen today, they are
known widely for their skill m carving
totem poles an almost forgotten arl
they ate reviving—-from an. unusual
black slate deposit known as “argillite.
Three of Kingcome's largest tugs,
“Haida Chieftain,” “Hatda Monarch”
and “Haida Warrior , as well as one
of the big self-dumping Jog barges
they tow from the Queen Charlottes
to Company sorting grounds, “Haida
Carrier’, were named in honour ef
these natives of British Columbia.

“Haida Brave’, when fitted with
her two Werkspoor detsels capable of
delivering 3,750 shalt hp, and brought

through the Panama Canal to B.C.
waters, will be the biggest tug im the
eleven-ship Kingcome fleet, and onc
of the largest and most powerful towheats m service here.

Of all-steel construction, she is 135
feet mm Jength at the waterline, with a
heam of 36 feet and «a draft of 18 fect.

The smooth launching of the steel hult
augurs good fortune for the big fug en
its lengthy ocean-towing voyages.

When the barge was launched, construction was still under way on the deckhouse, which will be longer than a football field.

Her twin nine-foot screws will drive
her at eight knots with a loaded tow,
and nine and one-half knots running

be taking on its cargo at Company

light.
While the tug was being launched
on Canada’s Atlantic coast, the hull of
the first barge was nearing completion
at the yard of -Yarrow’s Limited in the
Pacific port of Victoria, B.C., and, on
her launching on November 12, was

be loaded and unloaded directly

mills, where special docking facilities
are being constructed. Newsprint will

through four cargo doors in the side
of each barge’s deckhouse, and it is

expected that simplified handling, and

elimination of the use of the usual

type of ships’ cargo gear, will result

in the rolls being delivered with a
minimum of damage.
Regular shipments by the new car-

riers will commence in early spring,
and will complement the existing serv-

ice by ships of the Canadian Gulf
Lines to California ports.

named ‘Nootka Carrier’. Her twin,
‘““Nanoose Carrier’, will be off the
ways in late January.
“Nootka” and “‘Nanoose”’ are place

names of Indian origin on Vancouver
Island, near the sites of the Company’s
Alberni and Harmac mills respectively.

The two new carriers, which will

bring to eleven the number of covered

barges in the Kingcome fleet, will be
massive vessels. Each will have a capacity of 6,500 tons of newsprint—as
much as may be stowed in a Liberty
ship—in a deckhouse longer than a

footoall field and free of pillars or
partitions. Overall the barges are 356
feet long, with an 82-foot beam and a
draft of 141/, feet.

Fach round trip between British
Columbia and California ports will
take approximately two weeks, While

one barge is en route, the other will

Traditional bottle of champagne is broken on the bow of the ‘Haida Brave’’ as the
vessel is christened by sponsor Mrs. F. A. Farrow.
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Left: Mike Severn, Chief Logging In:

structor, demonstrates with a classroem.
model features of yarding equipmerit. the:
Students will operate in the woods.

For many years vocational coursed
have been available in British Columbia to enable men in specialized occu:

pations within the logging industry te

extend their knowledge and skills.
However, the facilities were not as
adequate for the unskilled worker whe
wished to get sufficient training to emable him to get started on a career in
logging.
:

This fall, through the co-operation
of the provincial department of labour,
the technical and vocational branch of

the department of education, and the
B.C. Loggers’ Association, a special
loggers’ school” was established. It
is under the administration of the B.C.

School for Loggers
Classroom studies and on-the-job training
intreduce apprentices to basic woods skills

Vocational School at Nanaimo, on
Vancouver Island, where an $80,000
addition was added to the school this
summer to take care of expanded voca-

tional training.
The course is open to physically fit
youths leaving school and to employable unemployed, providing they shew
some aptitude.

The entire course 1s a one-year apprenticeship programme. The first part
consists of a six-week pre-apprentice-

ship curriculum at the Vocational
School. Instruction is given in the class-

room, and in a timber stand provided

Left: Students are given a thorough

grounding in safety procedures in connection with the use of blocks and running tines.

by the B.C. Forest Service, where the
trainees study the operation of, and
work with, $500,000 worth of heavy-

duty logging equipment supplied by
companies in the forest industry.

~The programme provides a basic
knowledge of the structures of wood,
the species of trees and their use, the
various types of logging, methods of
rigging, yarding, loading and booming, road grading and industrial driving.

‘Students are taught the safe use of
hand tools and power saws, and are
instructed in the application and splicing of wire rope. They receive train-

ing in the use of hand and whistle

signals, and the maintenance of radio
whistles. Attention is given to -safety
rules and practices, and a basic first
aid course is included. The ;: students
are familiarized with reforestation and

Slash-burning techniques, as well as
fire protection and suppression methods.

ing the entire training period trainees
are covered by provisions of the Workmen’s Compensation Act.

On completion of the course at.
school, the students are offered em-

ployment in the industry at regular
union rates while their practical training continues for the balance of the
apprenticeship year. During this time
they recetve an additional 72 hours of
detailed instruction by operating supervisors, to prepare them for further
advancement.

The school has been set up to accept
a class of 20 students every two weeks,

to turn out a maximum of 480 apprentice loggers each school year.

Drop-outs by those who find the
training somewhat demanding will no
doubt reduce this number, but those
who complete the course will have a

good start towards one of the many
skilled and rewarding occupations
available in the forest industry.

Training takes place under actual

logging operation conditions.
trainees are billeted in a camp, and
taken to the classroom or woods by
bus. Tuition is free, a subsistence al-

Right: While students are trained in the
use of steel spars for yarding logs, instruction in high-climbing techniques is

lowance 1s paid during attendance at
school, and there is a transportation
subsidy for out-of-town students. Dur-

Below: Working with a cat and arch,

also given.

Students practice setting chokers under
actual logging conditions.
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The third factory of Hygrade Corrugated Cases Limited, this new plant near Bristol manufactures a complete range of corrugated
paper shipping containers.

ing programme is an indication of
“our intention to grow and expand in

Opened in England
Weston-super-Mare is site of

Corrugated Cases’ branch factory
A new branch factory of Hygrade

The official ceremony, which includ-

Corrugated Cases Limited at Westonsuper-Mare in England was officially
opened on October 25, 1965 by The
Honourable J. V. Clyne, Chairman of
the Board and Chief Executive Officer

ed a reception for civic dignitaries,

of MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell
River Limited.

management executives and representa-

tives of the contractors, was marked
by the planting of a Canadian lodgepole pine tree by Mr. Clyne.
In his remarks to the gathering the
Chairman said that the current build-

the United Kingdom. We are a signitfi-

cant factor in the packaging industry
in this country and we intend to remain
among the foremost in that industry.”

The 125,000 square foot factory,
employing about 150 people, is located

on the Oldmixon Industrial Estate

near Weston-super-Mare, a seaside re-

sort town 20 miles from Bristol. In
both structure and equipment, the
$1,200,000 plant is one of England's
finest corrugated box factories.
Hygrade Corrugated Cases Limited

and its associated company, Cooks
Corrugated Cases Limited, were purchased. by MacMillan, Bloedel and
Powell River in January, 1964.
Both firms have outstanding reputa-

tions in the trade for quality and
service. They produce every type of.
corrugated package in a range from
containers for canned goods, bottled
products, dairy and agricultural produce to sturdy shipping boxes for heavy
and bulky equipment such as television
sets, refrigerators and building materials.
—_—

The first Hygrade plant at Southall,

Middlesex, was built in 1938, with

production just getting under way at

the outbreak of war. From 1941 to
1948 the plant was operated on special

war production by the British govern-

ment. After the removal of controls
R. B. Adamson (eft), Managing Director of Hygrade, discusses details of the ceremonies

and raw material restrictions, the

The Honourable J. V. Clyne, who were featured speakers at the official opening.

Hygrade directors initiated immediate

with His Worship the Mayor of Weston-super-Mare, Alderman F. A. Boyd, J.P., and
DpIiGES TER

Heart of the operation is the 85-inch corrugator, which produces a continuous stream of corrugated board, which is automatically
cut into blanks of various sizes from which the containers are shaped.
expansion and complete modernization.

In 1955 Hygrade acquired M. Cook

and Sons Ltd. of Hatfield, Hertfordshire, which has continued to operate
as an associate company under the
name Cooks Corrugated Cases Limited.
Expanded demand spurred the construction of the second Hygrade opera-

tion at Nelson, Lancashire in 1959.
The Weston-super-Mare factory was

built to meet the need for further

expansion and to provide a triangle of
strategically-located plants to serve the
requirements of industry in England,
Wales and Scotland. This distribution

of factories places most of the industrial complex of the United Kingdom

within 100 miles of a Hygrade or
Cooks plant.

A fourth Hygrade operation, at
Bishop Auckland, Durham, is in the

planning stage. Total cost of the
expansion programme which started in

1963, including plant additions at
Cooks, will exceed $10 million.

A view of the take-off end of the corrugator, showing the container blanks being
delivered.
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West Coast Road to a
Seascape Wonderland
Although British Columbia has over

through a wilderness wonderland to a

5,500 miles of magnificently-scenic

collector's dreamland and a pho

modations and facilities and spreading
the word.

history and legend and rugged beauty

portion of Highway No. 4 in the

that is awesomely fascinating. Yet

Trans-Canada system—takes off from
Alberni and Port Alberni, the site of a

coastline, most of it is not exposed to

the full sweep of the Pacific swells.
Much of it is along offshore islands
and deep mountain fjords which provide shelter. There are actually very
few places in the province where one
may drive to the open ocean.
There 1s one such road on Vancouver

Island, readily accessible from much-

travelled highway lanes. It winds

tographers paradise—a_ region of

relatively few British Columbians, and
even fewer tourists, have experienced
the delights of this unspoiled vacation-

land. But this splendid isolation isn’t

for long. The West Coast is being

The West Coast road—officially a

complex of MacMillan, Bloedel and
Powell River lumber, plywood, shingle,

and pulp and paper plants. The first

discovered’, and a growing number

eight miles are surfaced. Then comes
57 miles of adventurous gravel before

of visitors are investigating new accom-

a short stretch of blacktop links the
picturesque fishing villages of Ucluelet

and Tofino. Although truckers and
those who travel the route regularly
make much better time, the driver
experiencing his first venture on it will
take at least three hours for the trip.

While not precipitous, the road at
times twists in tortuous switchbacks,
and some parts can be washboardy.

Most visitors will take their time.
PARKSVILLE

STRAIT OF GEORGIA

STAMP FALLS ALBERN!
tre

PORT ALBERNI

SPROAT LAKE
PAR IK

SPROAT

LAKE

TOFINO

HIGHWAY

BARCLEY
SOUND

The clean ocean breakers sweep into a succession of broad beaches and secluded,
rock-bound coves.

LONG BEACH

tUeELeT

TOFINO.~

PACIFIC
OCEAN

A GOVERNMENT CAMPSITES

Picnic parties drive their cars over 12 miles of hard-packed sand at Long Beach.

For much of the route there isnt a
sign of habitation to mar the splendor
of the scenery, as the road heads up to

a high vantage. point overlooking
Sproat Lake, with its clear reflections

of snow-capped mountarns, runs
through forested valleys alongside
tumbling trout streams and_ skirts

sions. Until August 22, 1959, when
the first caravan of 75 cars carrying
300 people celebrated the linking up
of the entire route, the West Coast
could only be reached by boat. On

opened to the public, but only for use
on weekends or after 5 p.m., as it was
still used for trucking logs. Last year
the road became part of the highway

Labour Day of that year the road was

Continued on page 12

system. without restrictions. Before

Kennedy Lake with its tantalizing sand
beaches—an invitation for those carry-

ing roof-top or trailer boats. There ts
a picture postcard vista at every turn,
and a nature lesson every mile of the
Way.

Stiff-lepged deer dance ahead of the

car. At times the air fills with the

songs of birds, or the rush of roadside

waterfalls. Other times there is only
the rustle of trees—a reminder of the
road's original purpose.

For, like much of the wilderness

country, this land was made accessible

by logging operations, and a good
part of the road was originally built to
haul out timber from the Company's
Sproat Lake and Kennedy Lake Div1-

streams running beside the road.
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From high above Sproat Lake, the road at every turn offers new vistas of striking beauty.

long it will be re-located and surfaced,
to handle a stream of people who have
lately learned of the strange wonders
and delights at the end of the road.

For between. Ucluelet and Tofino
lies Long Beach, 12 miles of broad

ee 3

3

Y

7

ype

sweeps of glistening sand pounded into

;

a smooth strand by the foam-crested
combers that ceaselessly smash in from

the unbroken reaches of the Pacific.
It’s firm enough for cars to race on,
and for coveys of small aircraft to land
on, bringing flying club members for

a

47

organized crab: feasts.
The fresh tangy winds that twist the
shoreline trees into spooky shapes and

the infinite roar of the surf are exhilar-

ating. Even the most sedentary visitors

are urged from their contemplation of
the sunlight sparkling on. the restless
sea, and the sturdy salmon trawlers
dancing on the horizon, to take long
hikes along the beach. They collect
strange shells and waveworn bits ‘of

driftwood and other trophies of the
tide, and explore small coves where the
sea smashes against the jagged rocks.

Beyond there are more beaches, and
more coves, each with its own fascina-

tion. Its all clean and fresh and unContinued on page 13

The picturesque fishing fleets of Tofino and Ucluelet, with their fresh-caught salmon
and crab, are a never-ending source of interest to visitors.

MB & PR SALES INC. OPENS

NEW OFFICE—ADDS STAFF
To.serve woodpulp customers in the
mid-Western. United States, MB & PR

Sales‘ whose headquarters are at
330 Madison Ave., New York, have

ground in the Company’s pulp and paper operations in his previous capacity
of Group Assistant at head office.
Key personnel have also been added

to the New York office of MB & PR

Opened a branch office at Kalamazoo,
Michigan at 801-2 American National
Bank Bldg.

Sales Inc. Dean W. Balkema, a native
of Seattle and a science graduate from

In charge of the new office is Nairne

the University of Washington, has

F. Ward, who has been transferred
from Vancouver, B.C., where he has
been manager of market research for
the Pulp and Paper Group of MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell River Limited.

A. native of Oakland, California, Mr.
Ward. obtained his AB and MBA at
Stanford University in 1953 and 1955

joined the firm to head up Technical
Services. He was formerly Assistant
Vice-President with Price and Pierce
Sales Inc. of New York.
R. E. “Bob” Roberts, a graduate of
McGill University, formerly with Co-

respectively. He has had ten years sales

lumbia Pulp Sales Ltd., has been appointed Sales Representative in the
New England area.

and marketing experience in electronics, packaging and pulp and paper in
California and British Columbia.

visor of the Pulp Sales Division in

Working with Mr. Ward as Sales
Representative in the mid-West will be
Glen C. Atkins. A commerce graduate

from the University of British Columbia, he has acquired.an extensive back-

COAST

Eric Lauritzen, formerly Sales Super-

Vancouver, was assigned to the New
York office in December to assist with
customer service. Mr. Lauritzen is a
graduate of Harvard Graduate School
of Business, where he majored in marketing.

RO A D —Continued from page 12

cluttered with the debris of civilization.

ing recorder, registrar, marriage com-

But you can sense that the press of
people is not long away. There is a

missioner, wharfinger and unofficial

feeling of anticipation on this new
tourist frontier and. its resourceful
residents are working to cope with its
expected popularity. Motel owners are

expanding their properties. New
accommodations are under construction. A swanky new inn is perched on
a pinnacle overlooking Long Beach. A
government campsite, within sight and
sound of the surf, began its first summer season this year with a full house
on the May 24th weekend.

local librarian of Zeballos on the West

Coast. On retirement he turned his
wealth of local lore into a book which
is fast becoming a collector’s item.
History adds interest to the whole

region. The bay containing Long
Beach is named for Wickaninnish,

powerful chief of a branch of the
Clayoquot tribe of Indians, who estab-

lished friendly dealings with the first
white men to trade along the coast.

The principal village of his people
was On Meares Island, opposite Tofino.

area would do well to read ‘‘Vancouver

Anyone anticipating a trip to this

But during summer months he moved
to a camping ground on Long Beach,

Island's West Coast’, by George
Nicholson. The author is 2 former

thus setting-a pattern for a trend

magistrate, postmaster, coroner, min-

develop.

which took more than 150 years to

pers 353:

Eric Lauritzen

1TrH &
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Logs get a wild ride in the

FRASER CANYON
“SHOOT-THE-CHUTE”

Very rarely, intrepid thrill-seekers
brave the thundering cascades in rubber rafts, and emerge intact with neverto-be-forgotten memories of a blood-

chilling adventure. But that is at the
season of low water. The spring fresh-

et will raise the river level at Hope
Photos courtesy of Riv-Tow Marine Ltd.

The Fraser River, sweeping in a
giant S-shaped course 850 miles in
length, 1s the largest river entirely
within British Columbia, and one of

busy waterways, churned by the wakes
of deep-sea freighters, towboats shepherding log booms, barges and scows,
and fishboats shuttling back and forth.

the most formidable to be encountered

Shallow-draft vessels can work their
way past Hope, where the river bursts
through its mountain barrters to the
flat valley lands, to Yale, about 100
miles from the sea.

anywhere.

Its upper reaches, above Soda Creek,

some 350 miles from the mouth, are
navigable by river boats, and the exploits of the captains of the early-day
sternwheelers and sidewheelers contributed much to the romantic history
of the province.
The channels at the mouth of the
mighty stream are deceptively placid,

Above Yale for 250 mules the river
is a mighty mountain torrent, at intervals jammed by precipitous cliffs into
a wild turmoil of white water rapids,
canyon cataracts, whirlpools and overfalls.

twelve or thirteen feet above low water.
No one could summon: the courage to
ride the frenzied surge of flood waters
in the boiling chasms.

At no season is there any regular
trafic on this section of the river. So
the way is clear for the passage of logs

which ride this giant natural “‘shootthe-chute’ ’.

In the reaches of the canyon country
of the lower Fraser there are many logging operations which use the force of
the river as a low-cost means of trans-

portation to get their timber to the

mills and booming grounds near the
mouth.

Tied together with steel strapping,
bundles of logs are dumped into the
river and plunge crazily through the
savage turbulence. They reach a speed

of up to 30 knots in the famous Hell's
Gate, where the deep water smashes

through a narrow chasm with such
fearsome force that fish ladders are re-

quired to assist the salmon to fight
their way upstream at low water.
The dash of the current, careening

off boulders and rebounding off the
steep canyon walls, keeps most of the

bundles in mid-channel. Some are
driven up on the rocks and bars, and
remain there until released by a rise in
the river. Some are broken apart by the
strength of the water, so the logs come

shooting down. one or two at a time.
But few logs are splintered or damaged

ina quiet section between the canyons, a bundle of logs is dumped into the fastmoving stream.
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during their wild ride. Most of them
surge out of the final canyon at Yale
at about 12 knots, with the kick of a
wild stallion.
Gathering in these free-running logs

A single log, broken from a bundle, heads into fast water at Hell's Gate.

is not unlike rounding up wild horses,
and the skippers of the little river tugs
who do the job must manoeuvre their

craft with the judgement, nerve and
dexterity of a top cowhand.

To this point the logs have had the
river to themselves. Now they must all

relling along with the current is a job
that calls for skill, daring and precise
timing. The catch boats, about 18 feet
in length, require a speed of about 20
knots. When a stray appears the skipper yanks open the throttle so that the

little craft almost leaps out of the

be gathered in so they won't become a
menace to the water traffic downstream.

water as it gains momentum.

This is a job for the specialists—

gauges the speed and propable course

skilled boatmen of Riv-Tow Marine

of the log, then approaches it in a

Ltd., which handles much of the whitewater towing in British Columbia.

broad sweep until he is bow-on to its

The Riv-Tow captains have no way
of knowing when logs will come bobbing and twisting down the river, so a
24-hour watch its kept at a station be-

With a practised eye the boatman

logs elude the first line of catch boats,
they are picked up downstream at other
Riv-Tow booming stations.

But rounding up. the canyon log
drive, which goes on throughout most
of the year, isn't the end of this tricky
operation. The logs, rafted into booms,
must be towed through less turbulent
but still swift water before they reach

the broader, quieter stretches of the
river below Hope.

With a 360 foot boom trailing at the

oncoming end. For a second he lets the
force of the river hold the comparative

end of 150 feet of towline, the river

positions, then he gives the throttle a
shove and crashes head-on into the

captain must calculate the exact thrust

of the current, or he might find his

snout of the whirling log.
On. the bow of his boat are eleven

logs adrift and scattering over miles of

river banks. Should the boom swing
aground, the sudden pressure on the

low Yale. During hours of darkness

steel teeth and a four-inch steel hook,

powerful searchlights are beamed on

which should be embedded dead centre

the stream. As soon as any logs appear,

towline could mean immediate disaster,
sinking his boat in a matter of seconds.

pick-up tugs are despatched to herd
them into a booming ground in a quiet

into the end of the log. Then with
white spray flying the log is steered
over to the river bank, where itis deposited in a backwash to be towed

The captains try to let the river do
most of the work, swerving from side
to side to find the most advantageous

Picking up a two-ton maverick bar-

later to a booming ground. Should any

Continued on page 16

backwater.
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A speedy catch boat moves warily through the boils below the canyon to pick up a bundle of fogs.

currents, and seeking the ‘‘kick-offs”,
or cross currents created by the force of
the river against natural obstacles.

Superintendent in charge of RivTow’s log pick-up operation 1s Captain
Paison Smith. A veteran of more than

30 years on the river, he will tell you
that there is always something new to

learn. The river changes constantly,
biting through new channels and building up new sandbars. Every change of
pattern creates a new hazard, so that

the river men gain a sort of intuition

“The bigger the boil, the deeper the
water’, he will tell you. ‘“That’s a sure

sign.
There are many danger signals, such
as the sound of gravel sweeping by on
the river floor, and the glossy silkiness
which indicates trouble to the expert-

enced eye, for it is the edge of safe
water. A line boil indicates a hidden
reef, and a sudden burst of white water

warns of a rock.

Downstream from Hope, towing

about the currents and shoals.

becomes a more routine procedure.

Above Hope, Captain Smith will
point out the boils that erupt everywhere in the river—whirlpools that

Booms are doubled in size, but one tug
can usually handle the larger tow, with
the occasional assistance of an extra
boat to herd the raft in line when passing between the piers of bridges.

seem to originate in some submarine
boiling pot.
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Not so far from the river mouth are
the River Mills of MacMillan, Bloedel
and Powell River Limited—the Canadian White Pine, Vancouver Plywood,
Red Band Shingle and Westminster

Divisions of the Company. Most of
their logs reach them in a routine and
non-adventurous fashion, towed up the
stream from the Company’s coastal log-

ging divisions and sorting grounds.
But each year the Company buys a

substantial volume of market logs
to supplement its own production.
Among them have been logs which
were included in the 20 million board
feet delivered annually through the
Fraser log chute—none the worse for

their mad tumble through the wild
waters.

Pulp Sales Representatives
‘Appointed in U.K. Office
The appointment of two Sales Representatives to serve woodpulp customers in the United Kingdom and Eire
market has been announced by J. B.

representative with International Paper

Pointon, Managing Director of MacMillan Bloedel Pulp and Paper Sales
Limited of London, England.

acquiring, an extensive knowledge of
North American techniques and meth-

‘Thomas W. Robinson has been asso-

Michael R. Wilkinson, educated in
Yorkshire, received his early business

ciated with the pulp and paper trade
for over 30 years, in both production

(Cellulose) Ltd., and during this per10d spent six months in mills in eastern
Canada and the southern United States

ods.

experience with the Union Interna-

and sales capacities. His early experience was in the plant of the East Lan-

tional Company and their subsidiary in
the Far East. Since 1962 he has served

cashire Paper Mills Co. Ltd. in Manchester. A machine tender when army
service interrupted his career in 1939,

with
andnite
Company
(London)
Limited,
ingdom representatives for a number of pulp producers.
Latterly he was in charge of this firm's
Northern office. Mr. Wilkinson has an

iad
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he returned following the war to the

same firm as paper salesman, later becoming sales manager for the London
afreda.

Since 1961 he has been a pulp sales

extensive acquaintanceship with the
pulp and paper industry in the Scandi-

navian countries,where he has visited nn, age
mills and studied paper making.

Michael R. Wilkinson

SMALL PARCEL FOR A BIG PURPOSE.

This small parcel of red cedar timbers is getting an unusual qmount of attention from
Traffic Supervisor Cliff Pitman (in white hat). and Yard Foreman Ossie Ross of the Company’s Canadian White Pine Division,
where they were cut. Everyone concerned with the sawing, grading, handling, loading and stowing of this special shipment took
Q persona! interest in its quality and safe delivery. The 3/2" x /”’ timbers are part of an order of cedar and spruce which will be
used in Australia to build a very special yacht—a contender to challenge the United States for the ‘“America‘’s Cup’’, which has
been held by the U.S.A. since 1851. The most recent challenger, in 1964, was the British yacht ‘‘Sovereign’’, which failed to wrest
the trophy from the U.S.A.’s “‘Constellation”’.
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Winning writer in the daily field, Miss Pat Carney, and runner-up Dennis Williams, received their awards from Company President
C. A. Specht (right).

Company Awards Won
py Five Journalists
Annually for eight years, MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell River Limited
has provided a series of cash journal-

Vancouver.

During October, $1;600 in awards
was presented at two ceremonies in

and political science from the University of British Columbia.

$250 was Dennis Williams, news di-

Columbia daily newspapers. Three

Miss Pat Carney of the Vancouver
Sun won the $500 first place award
for a series of six articles on the Canada Pension Plan. She was presented

Chronicle, who submitted a series on
the steel industry.

ism awards for writers on British

years ago annual awards were made
available to writers on weekly newspapefs.

Panels of independent judges rate
articles submitted for both contests on
the basis of their contribution to community service and public understanding of the role of business and indus-

try, as well as the enterprise and
writing ability displayed in the preparation of the material.
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with her cheque at a social function
of the Newsmen’s Club of B.C. by
C. A. Specht, President of MacMillan,
Bloedel and Powell River Limited.
Miss Carney, who ts a previous winner of the award, has been a business
writer for the Vancouver Province and
the Vancouver Sun for more than ten
years. She is a graduate in economics

Receiving the second place award of -

rector of the Trail, B.C., Times and
the Kimberley, B.C., East Kootenay
A veteran of the Royal Air Force,
Mr. Williams came to Canada after
the war, and worked on newspapers in

Calgary, Vernon .and Vancouver before moving to Trail nine years ago.
He 1s also a previous award winner.

An Honourable Mention award of
$100 was inaugurated this ycar and

presented to Robert McMurray, Business Editor of the Vancouver Province, who entered articles on the forest

industry and the Columbia River power
project.

Judges of the entries in the daily
newspaper contest were: Vancouver
businessman W.C. Mainwaring, Ralph
T. Cunningham, President of the Vancouver Board of Trade, and Professor

John Young, of the Department of
Economics, University of British Co-

Luria.

The Third Annual awards to writers

on weekly newspapers were made at

the 47th Annual Convention of the

B.C. Weekly Newspapers Association
in Vancouver on October 22, by Peter
M. Downes, Vice-President, Corporate Communications, MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell River Limited.

The first prize of $500 was won by
Mrs. Loutse Spratley, Editor of Lions
Gate Times in West Vancouver, and
the second place award of $250 went
to Lance Whittaker, Managing Director of the Oak Bay Leader, Victoria.

Robert McMurray won Honourable Mention in the daily newspaper contest.

Second aword for writers on weeklies
went to Lance Whittaker.

pany of Canada Limited. After a threeyear stint as part-owner of the weekly

weekly papers and a bi-weekly in the
Victoria area.

Rossland Miner, he went to Victoria,

Judges of entries from writers for
weekly newspapers were Erwin M.
Swangard, Managing Editor of the

B.C. Times as sports and news editor.

In 1956 Lance left the Times for

the B.C. Power Commission where he

Vancouver Sun; Arthur J. Ross, prom-

spent five years as Director of Public
Relations. In 1961 he purchased the

inent Vancouver businessman, and
Sydney W. Welsh, First Vice-Presi-

Oak Bay Leader and now operates four

dent, Vancouver Board of Trade.

Mrs. Spratley received the first

award for a series of articles entitled
“Revolution in Education’’. Louise began her newspaper career 12 years ago

with a weekly gardening column, and
became full-time editor of the Times
in 1958. She received mention in the
Canadian Women’s Press Club Awards

for 1964.

Mr. Whittakers winning submis-

sion. was a series of articles aimed at

promoting interest tin a municipal electron from both the candidate and voter

point of view.
He was born in England and raised
in Stewart, B.C., and has been a newspaperman since 1931 when he became

editor of the Stewart News at the age
of 18.

Lance spent IL years at Trail, B.C.,

for seven of which he was editor of
Cominco, the house magazine of Con-

solidated Mining and Smelting Com-

Mrs. Louise Spratley receives her award and congratulations from Peter M. Downes.
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By tradition the Christmas season

is a time for merriment and happy
relaxation when the cares of the work-

aday world are forgotten in conviviality and good fellowship.
But 1,200 employees of Pacific Press

and a battalion of professional moving

men with their fleet of heavy trucks,

Handsome Christmas Present
for Vancouver Newspapers

flatbeds, cranes and hoists, will remember Christmas 1965 as the weekend of

the big move.
In early December, final details were
being completed for relocating the en-

tire operations of The Sun and The

Pacific Press moves to ultra-modern
new building over the Yule holiday

Province newspapers in their new $14
million headquarters over the Christmas and Boxing Day holidays, in one

of the biggest and most complicated
shifts of premises in Vancouver s histOry.

Planning for the ultra-modern,
block-square, four-storey newspaper
building, encompassing etght and one-

half acres of floor space, has been
underway for several years. Tenders
for its construction were called more
than two years ago.
From that time on, engineers, archt-

tects and construction men raced the

PERT L{ rte Smt
tit
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calendar. The building and all its complicated machinery would have to be
ready to receive its tenants over a holtday weekend—a time when subscribers

would normally go without their daily
Newspapers.

The Yule season provided one of
the rare opportunities to make the
move without missing an edition.
But why are The Sun, an afternoon
paper, and The Province, which comes

out in the morning, sharing the same

building under control of Pacific
Press, after decades of operation in
their individual quarters? The history
of The Sun started in 1886, and The
Province is in its 68th year of publication. The marriage goes back seven
years when the morning News Herald
ceased publication, and The Province
was beset by economic difficulties. The
Southam Press, owners of The Province, and Sun Publishing Company established the partnership to ensure that

Vancouver would have at least two
dailies.

The new Pacific Press headquarters, foreground, is located just a few blocks from the
downtown section of the city, yet is removed from the congestion of the heaviest traffic.
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It was agreed that Southams would
pay Sun Publishing almost $4 million

New 9-unit Goss Headliner Press prints 70,000 copies per hour. Two additional 9-unit presses will be moved to the new building
over a period of nine months.

in compensation for its larger circula-

removed from downtown congestion so

tion and greater asset value after which
all profits would be pooled.

that trucks can deliver papers to all

Both newspapers retained their pub-

metropolitan sections with a mtnimum
of conflict with rush-hour traffic.

lishing autonomy. While composing

Key man in co-ordinating the big

room and printing facilities were integrated, editorial departments remained
completely independent. The Province
vacated the evening field to publish

construction project was Duncan Mc-

morning editions, and both papers
were printed in a press building several
blocks from their separate headquarters

The large windows are double-paned
with venetian blinds enclosed between.
A hinge system makes cleaning a quick,
easy and safe job.

Ewen, manager of engineering for

All offices are at the front of the

Pacific Press. He worked closely with

building, with production departments
at the rear. Offices of The Sun occupy

the building’s designer, Pereira and
Associates of Chicago, and the publishers of both papers to make sure

that all practical innovations were

in the heart of the city.
As downtown traffic problems in-

incorporated.

creased, suburban areas grew and cir-

embodying the latest features for the
comfort and convenience of staff and
the most up-to-date equipment for the
publication of newspapers.

culations spiralled, necessity dictated
the move to a central location encompassing all facilities of Pacific Press.
Directors chose a block facing on
Granville St., the main city thoroughfare, between 6th and 7th Avenues,
close to the city’s core but sufficiently

highly-polished red granite panels on
the sides of the building.

The building is highly functional,

The exterior walls are heavily-fluted,
white quartz insulated panels set off by
vertical columns of black granite. Contrasting with this glistening facade are

the north side, while those of The

Province have a southerly exposure.
The main floor includes departments

visited most often by the public—circulation, promotion, reader services,
etc. Business offices are located on the
second floor. Editorial and mechanical

departments, as well as executive and
business offices occupy the third floor,
while advertising activities are centred

on the fourth floor.
A large bay on the 6th Ave. side of
Continued on page 22
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rent 27 press units will be expanded to
42 sometime in the 70's.

Autemation is the keyword in the
new plant. An automatic conveyor
system carries rolls of paper from stor-

age, distributes them to the press as

needed, brings each to speed and
position as the eld roll runs out. Mechanical equipment in the secend floor

mailing room is the most modern in
the industry.
All departments are connected by an
overhead conveyor system, on which

travel wire baskets, directed to their
destination by the setting of a dial.
A waste disposal system channels
paper dropped into mailbox-like slots
into a shredding and baling machine.
The production adjustments preliminary to the big move must have 1m-

A portion of the mailing room, showing at right and in foreground the automatic
bundling and wrapping equipment.

posed vexing problems for management and staff of both newspapers.
They are to be congratulated for maintaining their historic record of service

to the public without visible strain.
They can take comfort in the thought
that they won't have to go through tt

the building provides rapid loading for

the fleet of trucks which starts the

months. Meantime, newspapers will be
printed at both locations.

newspapers on their way to the reader.
Distribution has become a major prob-

Already additional equipment has

venient and efficient new plant ts ex-

been ordered to give the presses more
flexibility. Pacific Press calculates that,
at the present rate of growth, the cur-

pected to take care of growth until

lem for Pacific Press. Newsprint consumption has risen from 125 to 150
tons daily in the past seven years as

again for a while. The handsome, con-

1985, and the site and building layout
allow for future expansion.

circulation of The Sun has climbed

to 250,000 daily and The Province to
115,000.

A unique feature of the air conditioned building is its heating system,
whereby excess warmth created by
machinery and lighting 1s extracted by
2 pump system, and used to heat water
which in turn warms air for re-citcula-

tion through the building as required.

The main point of interest in the
publishing complex is the million dolJar press, the fastest in the country.
Nine units of the Goss Headliner, cap-

able of printing 70,000 copies per
hour, were imported from Britain and
installed in the pressroom, which ex-

tends from slightly below the main
level to the third storey, on which composing, stereo and engraving departments are located.

Two other 9-unit Goss presses, in
the downtown press building, will be

phased in over a period of nine
DIGESTER

Jack Kitchin of Pacific Press, who supervised the installation of equipment, demonstrates
the automatic inter-department basket conveyor system.
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framework attached to a crane, by
whith it may be hoisted 90 feet off
the ground. The heart of the machine
1s a mechanical oscillator which 1s ac-

tivated by two 500 hp. gasoline engines.

The oscillator alternately pushes
down and pulls up on the top of the
piling at a speed which corresponds to
the natural resonance-frequency of the
mechanical assembly of which the pile
Compact oscillating unit drives an 85-foot steel pile in three minutes.

This Piledriver Uses Sound
instead of Creating It
Fast-acting sonic machine does its job
without nerve-shattering, ground-shaking thumps

is a part. In the Poweil River operation the vertical vibrations are at the
rate of 90 cycles per second. At this
rate maximum energy from the oscillator is transmitted to the tip of the
pile in the ground, which 1s kept in a
constant state of high-velocity vibration.

The rapidity of this movement,
faster than the reaction of the soil particles, keeps the particles in a state of
disturbance. Unable to respond elas-

tically, they behave like a fluid, and
the advancing pile is ‘floated’ down-

ward through the ground, with no
Construction crews at Powell River,

where a $103 million expansion programme is well under way, are driving

clusters of H-shaped steel piling to
provide stable footings for the new
No. 10 newsprint machine.
But they aren't pounding them into
the ground with an accompaniment of
head-splitting smashes and groundquaking shocks. Using a sonic, or res-

onant machine, which employs the
physics of sound, they are “shaking”
them into the soil unbelievably fast,
and with practically no commotion.
The conventional piledriver operates by walloping the top of the pile
with a mighty crash. Energy transmitted to the tip of the pile momentarily
breaks the bonds between the soil par-

ticles, allowing some penetration. But
the soil particles rebound elastically,
Opposing passage of the pile and creating earth-shaking shock waves.

shock waves or nerve-wracking noises
being created.

At Powell River the new newsprint
machine is being installed immediately

three minutes, much more quickly

alongside the building housing the

mer or piston piledrtver.

No. 9 machine. The subsoil is glacial
fill and silt, which is sensitive to vibra-

Steady progress is being made in the
expansion programme at Powell River,
which tncludes as major units. installa-

tion. The earth movements associated

with the battering ram type of pile
driver might have disrupted the precise Operation of the No. 9 machine.
Use of the sonic technique has overcome any possible interference with

With the sonic technique, 85-foot
poles are being driven into position in
than is possible with the standard ham-

tion of the new newsprint machine,
building of a pulp mill and construc-

The sonic pile driving unit ts a

tion of new warehousing and deepsea
docking facilities. Contracts for equipment and services awarded to date add
up to more than one-third of the total
cost of the project, which is scheduled

compact ten-ton machine about ten

for completion in late 1967 or early

feet in height. It is mounted on a

1968.

production,
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